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This fact sheet contains: 
• 

• A brief history of the site 
• A summary of the interim cleanup of the properties 
• A summary of the site investigation activities 
• A description of the selected remedial action 
• Project schedule 

SITE IDSTORY 

The Better Brite Superfund site consists of two (2) separate properties located at 315 South Sixth 
Street (Zinc Shop) and 519 Lande Street (Chrome Shop), respectively. The site is located in a 
residential and light industrial area. Better Brite began operations at the Zinc Shop in the late 
1960's. Vertical in-ground dip tanks were used for chromium plating operations. By 1978 the 
chrome plating operations began at the Chrome Shop site, and operations at the Zinc Shop had 
been converted to zinc plating only. The Chrome Shop engaged in the plating of 15 to 20-foot 
rollers for paper mills in the area. Spills and careless operations caused releases of chrome and 
zinc plating solutions to the environment. ·The contaminant of concern is hexavalent chromium 
dissolved in groundwater. Hexavalent chromium is considered a carcinogen. 

The Better Brite sites were nominated for inclusion on the National Priority List (NPL) in 
October 1989, and added to the list on August 2$, 1990. The Chrome and Zinc Shops were 
combined as one site for joint nomination to the NPL due to their proximity t9 one another and 
their related background. There was no viable responsible party (RP) present for the site. The 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) and United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) assumed responsibility for funding of the remedial action (RA) in an 
effort to minimize the threat to public health. 

ZINC SHOP INTERIM CLEANUP 

The Zinc Shop site is located at 315 South Sixth Street. The Zinc Shop closed in 1989. In 1990 
through 1991 the EPA removed contamination that was an immediate hazard. The EPA 
removed illegally stored chemicals, cleaned up spill areas inside the shop, and removed some of 
the, most contaminated soils. A sump was installed to collect and remove contaminated 
groundwater. 
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The Zinc Shop burned down in 1992. The EPA subsequently removed the building and the slab 
foundation. Contaminated soil was excavated from beneath the slab and the groundwater 
collection sump was enlarged to include the area beneath the building. 

To date approximately 760,00Q gallons of chromium contaminated water has been removed from 
the sump at the Zinc Shop and transported to ·the chrome shop for pretreatment. .. 
CHROME SHOP INTERIM CLEANUP 

The Chrome Shop site is located at 519 Lande Street. Plating stopped at the Chrome Shop in 
1985. Activities at the chrome shop caused contaminated soil and water to wash into the yards 
of neighboring properties. In 1981 the shop owner removed some of the contaminated soil from 
the neighboring properties, installed a french drain and groundwater recovery sump system, and 
added clean topsoil. In 1986 the EPA removed drums, vats, tanks, and contaminated soil and 
water from the chrome shop. The buildings on site were dismantled and all of the material was 
properly disposed. A clay cover was placed over the contaminated soil and the site was 
surrounded with a security fence in 1988. EPA removed some of the most highly contaminated 
soil from the southwest comer of the Chrome Shop property and expanded the recovery sump 
area in 1993. 

As part of the interim cleanup action, EPA built a wastewater treatment plant at the Chrome 
Shop site in 1990 to remove chromium from groundwater collected in the sumps. Groundwater 
is pumped from the Zinc Shop into a truck and the water is transported to the Chrome Shop for 
treatment. Treated water from the Chrome Shop and Zinc Shops sites flow to the City of De 
Pere wastewater treatment plant for additional treatment and release to the Fox River. At the 
Chrome Shop groundwater is pumped directly from the recovery sumps to the treatment plant.. 
Approximately 1,600,000 gallons of contaminated groundwater has been removed from the 
Chrome Shop site. 

SITE INVESTIGATION 

A subsurface investigation was conducted at both properties from July 1994 to September 1995 
to determine the extent of contamination remaining at the two properties and determine an 
appropriate clean up strategy. 

The remedial investigation showed that chromium is the primary contaminant in groundwater at 
both the Zinc Shop and Chrome Shop properties. Contaminated groundwater does not extend as 
far as the De Pere municipal well on Grant Street. Chromium contaminated groundwater has 
moved beyond the property boundaries at both sites but has not moved very far downwards into 
the clay beneath the sites. Contamination at both sites is limited to approximately 10 to 20 feet 
below grade and does not extend deep enough to threaten the sandstone aquifer from which the 
municipal well draws drinking water. Relatively impermeable limestone separates the upper 
clay from the sandstone aquifer. Approximately 20 feet of clay separate the contamination from 
the limestone bedrock. 
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EPA has removed the most highly contaminated soil from the Chrome and Zinc Shop sites 
during the initial cleanup activities. Chromium contamination has declined in groundwater at 
both sites following the initial site cleanup and groundwater removal activities. Continued 
groundwater pumping is necessary at the Zinc Shop property to prevent the remaining 
contaminated groundwater from migrating toward the residential areas. 

Based on the results of the remedial investigation, a final remedial action design was developed 
to address the remaining contamination on site. The goals of the final remedial action is to 
prevent the migrations of contaminants in groundwater, to remediate the groundwater to protect 
human health and the environment, to meet state and federal standards, and to prevent human 
exposure to contaminated soils, groundwater that pose unacceptable risk. 

• PROPOSED REMEDIAL ACTION 

A Design Report was finalized in January 1999. The remedial design was developed to achieve 
the goals established during the site investigation. Remedial action activities are planned for late 
summer to fall 1999. 

The following work will be conducted as part of the remedial action: 

• Stabilization of chromium in soil/groundwater at the Chrome Shop by the addition of an iron 
sulfate compound to the soil. Stabilization of the soil at the Chrome Shop should eliminate 
the need for further groundwater pumping. Approximately 17,000 cubic yards of soil will be 
treated. 

Hexavalent chromium is the most abundant form of the contaminant in the groundwater at 
the Better Brite site and is also a mobile form of chromium that dissolves in water. By the 
addition of iron sulfate (Fe S04) to the soil and groundwater at the Chrome Shop the 
hexavalent chromium will be chemically altered to form trivalent chromium, which is not 
considered a health threat. Trivalent chromium is considered immobile in groundwater. 

The iron sulfate compound will be added to the soil and mixed using a rototilling attachment 
on a backhoe. Soil will be treated in two-foot lifts to twenty feet below grade. Soil samples 
will be collected following soil treatment to confirm that stabilization has occurred. 

• Continue extraction of groundwater at the Zinc Shop from the existing groundwater 
extraction sump. Continued groundwater pumping will reduce the potential for chromium 
contamination migration toward the municipal well and provide cleanup of the chromium 
contamination. 

Soil stabilization is not an option for cleanup of the remaining chromium contamination at 
the Zinc Shop due to structures and utilities within the area of contamination. 
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• Relocation of the treatment plant, which is currently located at the Chrome Shop, to the Zinc 
Shop. This will provide for a greater volume of groundwater extraction at the Zinc Shop and 
eliminate the need to truck water from the Zinc Shop to the Chrome Shop. The City of De 
Pere will continue to operate the treatment system following relocation. 

• As a precautionary measure, groundwater recovery trenches ~11 be constructed at 401 South 
6th Street and 548 Butler Street. Any groundwater collected in the trenches will be pumped to 
the treatment plant for processing. 

• Groundwater will be sampled periodically using the existing monitoring well network to 
make sure the chromium contamination has been immobilized at the Chrome Shop and that 
the sump system at the Zinc Shop continues to capture the contaminated groundwater. 

PROJECT SCHEDULE 

The remedial action is tentatively scheduled to begin on August 23, 1999. Soil stabilization 
activities at the Chrome shop will take approximately 6 weeks to complete. Following the soil 
stabilization the groundwater treatment building will be moved and reinstalled at the Zinc shop 
with construction of groundwater recovery trenches. Long term groundwater collection and 
treatment will continue at the Zinc shop following relocation of the building. The estimated date · 
for completion of the soil stabilization and relocation of the groundwater treatment building is 
mid-November. Groundwater samples will be collected periodically from the site monitoring 
wells to evaluate the effectiveness of the remedial action. 

INFORMATION AVAILABLE 

For more information on the Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Superfund Site, please contact: 

John Sager, Project Manager 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
625 County Road Y 
Suite 700 
Oshkosh, WI 54901-9731 
(920)424-3839 
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" BETTER BRITE 

PLATING CO. 
CHROME AND ZINC 
SHOPS 
WISCONSIN 
EPA ID# WIT560010118 

Last Updated: January, 1999 

Site Description 

EPA REGION 5 
Brown County 

DePere 

Other Names: 
Better Brite Zinc 

Better Brite Chrome 

sth Congressional District 

The Better Brite Plating Company Chrome and Zinc Shops site, located in Brown County, 
Wisconsin is a two acre site and consists of two sections of land that are divicJed by a residential 
area. Metal plating operations were conducted at the chrome shop from 1963 until 1985, and at the 
zinc shop from 1970 until 1989. Over 20,000 gallons of plating solution are thought to have leaked 
from in-ground plati~g tanks. A study of soil in 1979 identified chromi~m-contaminated soil in the 
areas to the west and south of the main building. Although Better Brite was ordered by the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) to clean up the contamination in 1980, no 
action was taken. Several subsequent inspections, conducted by the WDNR from 1980 to 1987, 
revealed extensive on-site chromium contamination as well as contamination in the building's air 
handling system. In 1°988, the WDNR razed the main building, partially fenced the site, covered the 
site with clay, placep topsoil on the clay cover, and seeded it. Also in 1988, USEPA allocated 
emergency funds to the WDNR to design a treatm_ent system, which is now operational, for water 
being discharged from the site to the DePere Wastewater Treatment Plant. Approximately 46,000 
people obtain drinking water from municipal wells within 3 miles of the site. DePere Municipal Well · 
#2 is 500 feet down-gradient of the zinc shop. 

Site Responsibility: This site is being addressed through 
Federal and State actions. 
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NPL LISTING HISTORY 
Proposed Date: 10/26/89 

Final Date: 08/30/90 
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Threats and Contaminants 

Groundwater, and soil are contaminated with heavy ~etals including chromium and zinc, as well as 
cyanide and various volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Area residents may be exposed to 
contaminants through direct contact with or accidental ingestion of these contaminated materials. 
Contaminants have migrated into groundwater, but have not reach the sandstone aquifer. The 
sandstone aq1:1ifer serves as the municipal water supply for the city of DePere, and the villages of 
Allouez and Ashwaubenon. 

Cleanup Progress 

USEPA removed over 83 tons of contaminated soil, 9,270 gallons of chromic acid, 3,600 gallons of 
toxic liquids, 550 gallons of cyanide solution, 150 pounds of cyanide sludge, and 500 gallons of 
flammable liquids from the chrome shop facility in 1986. In 1990, USEPA removed hazardous 
materials from the zinc shop in the same manner. The water treatment system was completed in 
1990, and is now fully operational. Surface removal of drums, vats, and tanks remaining on site was 
completed in 1991. 

In 1991, USEP A selected interim actions including continuing operation of the 1990 groundwater 
treatment system, and improving the collection system at the chrome shop by extending trenches and· 
regrading the soil to prevent flooding. Concrete slabs and contaminated soil beneath the slabs were 
removed from both shops. 

A State-lead investigation into the nature and extent of remaining groundwater contamination at the 
site was completed in 1996. Final site cleanup remedies were selected, including in-place 
stabilization of soil and groundwater contaminants at the chrome shop, continued collection and 
treatment of contaminated groundwater at the Zinc Shop, actions to prevent exposure to 
contaminants in residential basements and ongoing groundwater monitoring. The design report is 
expected to be finalized by the end of January 1999 and construction is projected to begin in the 
spring of 1999. 

Contacts 

Remedial Project Manager: 
Name: 
Phone Number: 
E-mail Address: 

Hydrogeologist 
Keld Lauridsen 
(920) 492-5921 
Laurik@dnr.state.wi.us 

Community Involvement Coordinator 
Name 
Phone Number 
E-mail Address 
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DNR RecoIDIDends Cleanup Action 
This fact sheet includes: 

• A brief history of the site; 

• A summary and comparison 
of cleanup options 
considered for the site; 

• A summary of the 
recommended cleanup plan; 

• Information on how people 
can participate in choosi.ng 
the final cleanup plan for 
the site; and 

• Information on how to 
leam more about the site. 

Public Meeting to be Held 

The Department of Natural 
Resources (DNR) will hold a 
public meeting at 7 p.m., 
Thursday, August 8 at the De 
Pere City Hall, 2nd Floor 
Council Chambers. The 
meeting will discuss the cleanup 
options in this fact sheet. 
Comments will be accepted 
orally or in writing. 

o.!!!!.s !!!!!!!!!!!!!liioiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiio!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lo.s Mies 

@ _____ R.R. 
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figure 1 
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has 
completed a study of groundwater contamination at the Better 
Brite Chrome and Zinc Superfund site in De Pere, Wisconsin. 
The Remedial Investigation (RI) determined the type and extent 
of groundwater contamination and assessed the risks posed by 
the site to human health and the environment. The Focused 
Feasibility Study (FFS) 



examined options to clean up contaminated 
groundwater. After developing and 
evaluating these options, DNR is proposing 
to stabilize and/or solidify soils containing 
coDtaminated groundwater at the Chrome 
Shop, dismantle the existing pretreatment 
building, and reuse the current groundwater 
pretreatment equipment in a new building 
erected at the Zinc Shop. Groundwater 
extraction and pretreatment activities would 
continue at the Zinc Shop. Also, two 
private homes which have seepage of 
contaminated groundwater into their 
basements will be refurbished with an 
isolation system inside the basements, and a 
water collection and waterproofmg system 
outside of the basements. Existing sumps 
would be sealed and the sump water 
rerouted to the sanitary sewer. These are 
options F and BE respectively. These options 
are explained in more detail later in this fact 
sheet. 

PLEASE CO:MMENT ON THIS PLAN 
Public input on the cleanup options and the 
information that supports these options is an 
important contribution to the cleanup selection 
process. Based on public comments or new . 
iriformation, DNR may modify the 
recommended cleanup option or select another 
option presented in this pkm. Everyone is 
encouraged to review and comment on all 
options. 

BACKGROUND 
The Better Brite Superfund site includes two 
plating shops located about one-half mile apart 
in a residential and light industrial area of De 
Pere, Wisconsin. Both shops have histories of 
hazardous waste violations and practices that 
caused soil and water contamination. 

Spills of chemicals used for plating caused the 
initial concern at both sites. Chromium was 
found in soil and puddles in neighbors' yards 
near the Chrome Shop, and in water seeping 
into basements near the Zinc Shop. 
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Zinc Shop - 315 South Sixth Street 
Beginning in the 1960's, the Zinc Shop was 
used for chrome plating. It changed primarily 
to zinc plating in the 1970's, and closed in 
1989. In 1990-91, the U.S.Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) removed 
contamination that was an immediate hazard. 
They removed illegally stored chemicals, 
cleaned up spill areas inside the shop, removed 
some of the most contaminated soils, installed 
a sump to remove contaminated groundwater, 
and covered parts of the building. Later, a 
fence and warning signs were installed. (The 
fence has since been removed.) 

In September 1992, the Zinc Shop burned 
down. After the fire, the EPA disposed of the 
building materials, the building slab and 
contaminated soil discovered under the slab. 
The existing groundwater collection sump was 
expanded into the hole created by the 
excavation of the contaminated soil beneath the 
building slab. The Zinc Shop property was 
then covered with a layer of clay and seeded. 

Chrome Shop - 519 Lande Street 
The Chrome Shop operated from the early 
1970's to 1985. Co11taminated soil and water 
washed into neighboring yards as a result of 
Chrome Shop activities. In 1981, the shop 
owner removed some of the contaminated soil 
in residential yards and added clean top ·soil. 
In 1986, EPA removed drums, vats, tanks, 
contaminated soil, and water from the Chrome 
Shop. The buildings on site were 
decontaminated and dismantled and all of the 
materials were properly disposed. In 1988, 
DNR covered the most contaminated soil at the 
site with a layer of clay, seeded the cover, and 
put a fence around it. 

In 1990, EPA built a wastewater treatment 
system on the Chrome Shop property to 
remove chromium and other metals from the 
groundwater collected from the sumps at both 
sites. The system discharges treated water to 
the city's sanitary sewer. From there, the 
water flows to the water treatment plant where 
it is again treated and released to the Fox River. 



In 1993, EPA removed contaminated soil from 
the southwest comer of the former location of 
the Chrome Shop property and adjacent 
properties. A groundwater collection sump 
was built in the Chrome Shop excavation. 
When the collection sump was completed, 
clean soil was placed over the excavated area. 

REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION 
The Remedial Investigation, conducted between 
July 1994 and May 1995, included: 

•installing nine water table monitoring wells 
and seven piezometers on and around the Zinc 
Shop property; 

•installing nine water table monitoring wells 
and nine piezometers on and around the 
Chrome Shop property; 

•collecting and analyzing groundwater 
samples; 

•collecting and analyzing basement sump 
(water) samples; and 

• reviewing all available soil information. 

MONITORING WELLS 
Monitoring wells are installed to gather 
information on groundwater such as 
elevation, temperature, pH, and chemical 
characteristics. Two kinds of monitoring 
wells were installed at the Better Brite 
Chrome and Zinc Shops site, water table 
monitoring wells and piezometers. Water 
table monitoring wells intersect the water 
table and provide information about the 
shallowest groundwater in an aquifer. 
Piezometers provide information about 
groundwater deeper in the aquifer. 

INVESTIGATION RESULTS 
The Remedial Investigation showed that 
chromium is the primary contaminant in 
groundwater at both the Zinc and Chrome 
Shop properties. Other metals and solvents 
were also detected at concentrations not 
considered safe for drinking. 

Chromium-contaminated groundwater does not 
extend as far as the De Pere municipal well on 
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Grant Street, nor has it moved deep enough to 
threaten the sandstone aquifer (located below 
the limestone) from which the municipal well 
draws drinking water. 

Chromium-contaminated groundwater has 
moved beyond the property boundaries at both 
of the sites but has not moved very far 
downwards into the clays beneath the sites. 
Thirty to 40 feet of clay separates the sites 
from limestone bedrock at depth. 
Contaminated groundwater is found between 10 
and 20 feet beneath the ground surface. 

The basement sumps of two residential 
buildings, located just south of the Zinc Shop 
property, have been contaminated by 
chromium-contaminated groundwater. If the 
contaminated groundwater is controlled to 
prevent movement toward residential areas, 
then other residential basement sumps should 
not be affected by contaminated groundwater. 

The chromium-contaminated groundwater near 
the Zinc Shop is slowly and steadily being 
drawn back toward the site by the existing 
groundwater sump. 

Most of the chromium-contaminated 
groundwater is being captured by the sump at 
the Chrome Shop. However, the western edge 
of the contaminated groundwater is not 
influenced by the sump and needs to be 
captured. 

EPA removed the most highly contaminated 
soils at both the Zinc arid Chrome Shop 
properties. At the Zinc Shop, however, there 
are a few isolated "hot spots" where the 
concentrations of zinc, lead, and cyanide are at 
levels not considered safe and need to be 
addressed. 



Cleanup Action Goals 
The goal of the remedy selection process is to choose a remedy which is protective of human health 
and the environment and will maintain that protection over time. The specific goal of the cleanup 
action at the Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Shop Superfund site is to eliminate, reduce, or control 
risks to human he~th and the environment by preventing direct contact with, or ingestion of, 
chromium-contaminated groundwater and soil. The long-term goal for this site is to clean up the 
groundwater to meet Wisconsin groundwater standards within a reasonable time frame. 
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GROUNDWATER CONTROL AND REMEDIATION 

Six options were carried through a detailed analysis in the Focussed Feasibility Study (FFS) 
prepared for the site. Detailed descriptions of each of these options are presented in the FFS which 
can be found at the information repository listed on the back page. Brief descriptions of the options 
are presented on this page. 

Option A: No Action 
The No Action option is developed to act as a 
baseline to compare all other options against. 
This al~mative consists only of continued 
groundwater monitoring at the Better Brite 
sites. To accomplish this monitoring, 13 
monitoring wells and the sump would be 
monitored at the Zinc Shop and 14 monitoring 
wells and the sump would be monitored at the 
Chrome Shop. In addition, there is one private 
well and one municipal water supply well which 
would also be monitored. Semi-annual 
groundwater monitoring at these locations 
would be used to document trends in 
contaminant concentrations. No action would 
be performed to collect or treat groundwater. 

The costs for this option would be $87 ,200 per 
year for annual operation and maintenance. 

Option B: Limited Action 
Option B would consist of all actions under 
Option A plus groundwater recovery and 
treatment activities which are currently in 
operation at the Better Brite sites. Groundwater 
is recovered from the existing sumps and is 
pretreated at the existing chemical precipitation 
treatment facility on the Chrome Shop property 
before being discharged to the De Pere 
wastewater treatment plant. Fences would be 
built around the Zinc Shop property to restrict 
access. Restriction would be placed on the 
deeds at both properties to prevent installation 
of wells within the contaminated groundwater. 

Hydrogeologic studies have ;determined that the 
sump at the Zinc Shop is providing complete 
capture of the contaminated groundwater there. 

s 

The sump at the Chrome Shop is not providing 
capture of all of the contaminated groundwater 
at the site. The contaminatf:d groundwater west 
of the Chrome Shop property is not influenced 
by the sump. 

The capital costs for this option are $5,000 with 
annual operation and maintenance costs of 
$118,800. 

Option C: Enhanced Groundwater Recovery 
and Treatment 
Option C would consist of all actions under 
Options A and B plus a method of providing 
supplemental groundwater recovery at the 
Chrome Shop site to extract groundwater not 
currently captured by the existing sump. 

The installation of a groundwater extraction 
trench at the western edge of the contaminat~ 
groundwater would provide the necessary 
capture to control the entire area of 
contaminated groundwater. Based on the 
groundwater flow direction and the extent of 
contamination, the groundwater recovery trench 
would need to be approximately 100 feet long, 
20 feet deep, and should be oriented parallel to 
the Chrome Shop's western property boundary. 

The capital costs for this option are $142,600 
with annual operation and maintenance costs of 
$121,200. 

Option D: Groundwater Recovery and 
Offsite Disposal. 
Option D includes the monitoring, fencing and 
deed restrictions under Option B and the 
installation of an extraction trench under Option 



C plus off-site disposal of contaminated 
groundwater. Under Option D, groundwater 
collected would be treated with an evaporation 
system at the Chrome Shop to reduce the 
volume of water which requires disposal. 
Groundwater would be collected as described 
under the other options. 

Collected groundwater would be heated to 
vaporize the water. The steam would be 
discharged to the atmosphere, leaving the metal 
contaminants concentrated in the water left 
behind. Evaporation would reduce the volume 
of groundwater to be disposed of by about 70 
percent. 

For comparison purposes, if Option D were 
fully implemented, the capital costs would be 
$237,700 with annual operation and 
maintenance costs of $164,300. 

Option E: In-situ Enhancements for 
Groundwater Remediation 
Option E would consist of all actions under 
Options A, B and C plus adding equipment to 
condition the treated water and inject some of it 
back into the clay soils. An agent, such as 
ferrous sulfate (iron and sulfur compound), 
would be added to the treated water (at a 
concentration considered safe for drinking) to 
change the chromium to a less harmful form. 
Therefore, the more harmful form of chromium 
within the clay layer that is not easily extracted 
from the sump or trench would be changed to 
the less harmful form of chromium in-situ (in 
place). The less harmful form of chromium 
would stick on the clay particles which would 
reduce the chromium concentration in the 
groundwater. 

Only the Chrome Shop property has sufficient 
room to construct infiltration trenches to inject 
water back into the contaminated clay. Because 
it is difficult to infiltrate liquids into clay soils, 
this remedy would be hard to implement. 

The capital costs for this option are 
$517,300 with annual operation and 
maintenance costs of $170,680. 
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Option F: In-situ Stabilization and/or 
Solidification 
Option F would provide the same capture of the 
contaminant plume at the Zinc Shop as does 
Options C and D. The equipment in the 
existing pretreatment building at the Chrome 
Shop would be moved to a new building (that 
meets State codes) at the Zinc Shop. 
Pretreatment removal of chromium from the 
Zinc Shop groundwater would continue. At the 
Chrome Shop property the existing pretreatment 
building would be removed and an in-situ 
stabilization and/or solidification action would 
be used to bind the soil and immobilize the 
chromium contaminated groundwater. Heavy 
equipment would be brought to the Chrome 
Shop to mix a dry or fluid treatment chemical 
into the contaminated soil and groundwater. 
The result would be a stabilized and solidified 
soil and groundwater mass. 

STABil..IZATION/ 
SOLIDIFICATION 

Stabilization is a process where a 
treatment chemical is mixed into the in
place soil and groundwater to immobilize 
the chromium. If necessary, cement-like 
material would then be added to solidify 
the soil and groundwater. 

Before this technology could be used, 
laboratory testing would be required to 
determine the treatment chemical that would be 
added to the groundwater and whether the soil 
would need to be solidified after the 
stabilization treatment. 

This technique would not be used at the Zinc 
Shop because the contaminated groundwater 
exists under streets, homes and other structures. 
Use of this stabilization and/ or solidification 
technique will eliminate the need for the current 
groundwater extraction and treatment activities 
at the Chrome Shop and eliminate the current 
trucking of contaminated groundwater from the 
Zinc Shop to the Chrome Shop for 
pretreatment. This option will eliminate the 



contaminated groundwater at the Chrome Shop 
and will allow the property to be reused. A 
restriction on the deed at the Chrome Shop will 
be necessary to prevent any future excavation 
on the property. 

The capital costs for this option are $1,318,300 
with annual operation and maintenance costs of 
$103,400. 

BASEMENf/SUMP EXPOSURE MITIGATION 

Two buildings next to the Zinc Shop property have chromium in the basement sumps and/or in 
precipitate (crystal form) on the walls which could cause health impacts with prolonged exposure. 
The actions outlined below have been developed and evaluated solely to reduce exposure to 
contamjnation found in the basements/sumps of these two buildings. There is a possibility that 
contamjnated soil exists near these buildings. The need for contaminated soil removal was not 
evaluated in the FFS, but will be evaluated during design of the remedial action. If contamjnated 
soil is found, it will be removed and properly treated and disposed. 

Option BA: No Action 
The No Action Option is developed to serve as 
a baseline of comparison for other options. 
Under this option no action would be taken to 
address the seepage of contamjnated 
groundwater into the structures. The existing 
exposures would continue and the potential for 
future exposure would remain. There are no 
costs associated with this option. 

Option BB: Limited Action 
Under this option, the DNR would place signs 
warning of possible health impacts. It would be 
up to the residents to heed these warnings and 
reduce exposure to the coutaminants. The 
DNR could also pursue deed restrictions on the 
affected structures and property to limit use and 
exposure to the impacted areas and to ensure 
that future occupants would be notified of the 
potential problems. Responsibility to mjnjmize 
exposure would fall solely on the occupants of 
the affected structures. 

Total costs for this option are estimated at 
$6,400. 

Option BC: Sump Isolation 
This option includes all actions under Option 
BB and in addition, DNR would seal the 
basement sumps which collect contaminated 
groundwater. Prior to sealing the sumps, the 
sumps would be cleaned and any sediment 
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removed would be properly disposed. 
Plexiglass covers would then be installed over 
the sump and silicone caulking would be used 
to seal the edges. The sump discharge would 
be routed to the sanitary sewer discharge. 

Total costs for this option are estimated at 
$8,900. 

Option BD: Wall and Floor Isolation 
This option includes sealing the sumps under 
Option BC plus the construction of walls and 
floors within the buildings to isolate and reduce 
exposure not only to the water collected in the 
sumps but also to seepage through the masonry 
foundation, walls and floors. 

Walls would be of wood frame construction 
with sheet rock. Floor construction would also 
consist of a wooden frame with plywood and 
flooring suitable for its current use. 
Maintenance will be the owner's responsibility. 

Total costs for this option are estimated at 
$23,900. 

Option BE Basement Isolation with 
External Controls 
This option includes the sump isolation and 
construction of walls and floors included in 
Option BD. In addition a waterproofing action 
is included. If the basement walls are 



determined to be structurally sound then the 
outside portions of the walls will be sealed with 
a waterproofing material. 

then backfilled with gravel. The collected 
water will be pumped to the Zinc Shop sump 
for further treatment. 

After waterproofmg, an exterior foundation 
drain and sump system will be installed and 

Total costs for this option are estimated at 
$44,800. 

Summary of Remedial Alternatives 

Shaded boxes, Option F and Option BE, indicate options recommended by. DNR. 
• Present worth costs include the capital costs (the money needed today to build the remedy) plus 30 years of operation 
and maintenance (O&M) for the remedy in today's dollars. 

Alternative Description Compliance with State Laws/ Estimated Other Considerations 
Protection of Human Health & Cost 

Environment 

GROUNDWATER CONTROL AND REMEDIATION OPTIONS 

A. No Action - Risks due to ingestion and Capital Cost Used for comparison 
All current activities are dermal contact exposures from -$0 purposes only. 
suspended and only contaminated groundwater Annual O&M 
groundwater monitoring would would not be reduced. -$87,200 
be conducted on a semi-annual - State groundwater standards Present 
basis. would not be niet. Worth* 

-$1,082,100 

B. Limited Action - Risks due to ingestion, and Capital Cost All contaminated 
Continue operations with current dermal contact exposures from -$5,000 groundwater is not 
existing system and monitor contaminated groundwater Annual O&M contained and treated. 
groundwater on a semi-annual would be addressed except for - $118,760 
basis. Install additional fencing the westem area at the Chrome Present 
and record deed restrictions. Shop. Worth 

- State groundwater standards - $1,478,700 
not met in the area of 
uncontrolled groundwater. 

C. Su1212lemental Groundwater - Risks due to ingestion and Capital Costs Estimated cleanup time to 
Recover:y and Treatment dermal contact are reduced -$142,600 restore groundwater is 

All actions as stated in B above because all areas of Annual O&M greater than 200 years. 
plus the installation of an groundwater contamination - $121,200 
extraction trench at the Chrome would be contained. Present 
Shop to capture and control of - State groundwater standards Worth 
the western area of would be met because - 1,646,100 
contaminated groundwater. contaminated groundwater 

would eventually be restored to 
standards. 
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Alternative Description 

D. Groundwater Recovery. 
Reduction of Volume 
using Evaporation, and 
Offsite Disposal 

Monitoring as described in A 
above, fencing and deed 
restrictions as described in B 
above, .installation of the trench 
as described in C above with the 
use of an evaporation system to 
reduce the ·volume of water to:· 
be disposed of. 

E. In-situ Enhancements for 
Groundwater Remediation 

All the actions as stated in C. 
above, plus the necessary 
equipment to condition the 
treated water and inject some of 
it back into the aquifer at the 
Chrome Shop to change the 
chromium into a less harmful 
form. 

Compliance with-State Laws/ 
Protection of Human Health & 

Environment 

- Refer to C above. 

- Refer to C above. 
- Would require approval to 

reinfiltrate treated groundwater 
back to the Chrome Shop. 
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Estimated 
Cost 

Capital Costs 
- $237,700 . 
Annual O&M 
- $164,300 
Present 

Worth 
- $2,275,800 

Capital Costs 
- $517,300 
Annual O&M 
- $170,700 
Present 
Worth 
- $2,635,300 

Other Considerations 

Trucking of water from 
the Zinc Shop to the 
Chrome Shop would 
continue. Most of the 
existing pretreatment 
equipment would not be 
used. 

Estimated cleanup time is 
greater than 200 years. _ 

Injection would only be 
used at the Chrome Shop 
and would be difficult to. 
implement. Trucking of . 
the water from the Zinc 
Shop to the Chrome Shop 
for treatment would 
continue. Estimated 
cleanup time would be 
somewhat less than 200 
years. 



Alternative Description 

BA. No Action_ 
No action would be taken to stop 
the seepage of contaminated · 
groundwater into basements. 

BB. Limited Action 
Warning signs would be placed 
in the structures. Deed 
restrictions may be used to 
notify future occupants of 
possible exposure. 

BC. Sump Isolation 
Basement sumps at 2 properties 
would be sealed in addition to 
the institutional controls of BB. 

BD. Wall and Floor Isolation 
Secondary walls and floors 
would be constructed within 
each structure in addition to 
cleaning and sealing the sumps. 

Compliance with State Laws/ 
Protection of Human Health & 

Environment 

Estimated 
Cost 

BASEMENT/SUMP EXPOSURE MITIGATION 

- Existing chromium in and 
around the foundation is a 
source of continuing or future 
exposure. 
- Chrome levels in basement 
sump have, in the past, been 
above levels considered safe. 

Only reduces risk to residents if 
warnings heeded. 

Reduces actual risk to residents 
by removing contaminated 
sediment from sumps, sealing 
sump area and routing discharge 
to the sanitary sewer. 

Reduces actual risk to residents 
by isolating foundation from 
direct contact as well as 
removing sediment and sealing 
sumps. Sump discharge will be 
routed to the sanitary sewer. 
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Capital Cost 
- $0 

Capital Cost 
- $6,400 

Capital Cost 
-$8,900 

Capital cost 
- $23,900 

Other Considerations 

Basement mitigation 
aimed solely at 2 
structures. 

Residents must heed 
warnings to reduce their 
exposure to chrome 
contamination. 

Plexiglass covers would 
be installed after sumps & 
pumps cleaned. On-going 
maintenance would be the 
owners responsibility. 



1. Overall Protection of Human Health and 
the Environment 

Option A offers little overall protection. 

Option B offers much improved protection by 
virtue of containing most, but not all, of 
the contaminated groundwater and using 
institutional controls to restrict exposure. 

Options C, D, E and F offer the greatest 
protection by containing all of the contaminated 
groundwater and using institutional controls. 

2. Compliance with State Laws 

NR 140, Wisconsin's groundwater regulations, 
is the major factor in detennining compliance 
with state laws. 

Option A does not comply with the 
requirements of NR140 to control the source 
and restore groundwater quality. 

Option B takes active measures to contain and 
restore groundwater quality but leaves a portion 
of the groundwater at the Chrome Shop 
unaddressed. 

Options C, D, E and F all contain and actively 
restore groundwater quality. 

3. Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence 

Option A would allow continued possible 
exposure to residual chrome and _solvents in the 
contaminated groundwater. Therefore, it is not 
effective in mitigating risks over the long-term. 

Option B offers improved long-term 
performance because it actively removes a 
major portion of the contaminated groundwater. 
However, the area of uncontained contaminated 
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groundwater west of the Chrome Shop could 
represent a potential exposure risk to people. 

Options C and D contain and remove for 
treatment the entire volume of contaminated 
groundwater. It is estimated that it will take 
longer than 200 years to cleanup the 
groundwater at the Chrome and Zinc Shops. 

Option E contains the contaminated 
groundwater and removes a majority of the 
contaminated groundwater but immobilizes 
some of the chromium in clay beneath the 
Chrome Shop. This residual chrome could 
represent a potential risk if the soil is ever 
excavated. It is difficult to predict the cleanup 
time frame under E, but it would be somewhat 
less than 200 years. 

Option F contains the co11taminated 
groundwater at the Zinc Shop site and 
immobilizes the groundwater contamination· at 
the Chrome Shop. Chrome left in the soil at 
the Chrome Shop could present a potential risk 
if the soil is ever excavated. 

4. Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or 
Volume through Treatment 

Option A offers no treatment. 

Options B, C, D, E, and F all offer a 
substantial reduction in toxicity, mobility, and 
volume through the removal and treatment or 
immobilization of a majority of the dissolved 
subsurface contaminants. 

S. Short-term Effectiveness 
Options A and B have no short-term 
construction risks associated with them. 

Options C and D require dust control during 
construction of the proposed trench. 



Zinc Shop will be removed~ treated and 
disposed. 

The DNR believes these measures together will 
adequately address the Chrome and Zinc Shop 
contamination problems within a reasonable 
time frame and at a reasonable cost. The capital cost for this remedy would be 

$1,363,100. Annual O&M would be $103,400. 
That adds up to $2,646,200 over 30 years. · 

PUBLIC COMMENT INVITED 

Comments provided by residents and other interested parties are valuable in helping DNR and 
EPA select a cleanup action for the Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Superfund site. DNR and 
EPA encourage you to share your views about the recommended cleanup action and the 
options presented in this fact sheet. 

Please send written comments to Terry Evanson at the address below. Comments must be 
postmarked by August 26, 1996. 

DNR will respond to comments in a document called a Responsiveness Summary. The 
Responsiveness Summary will be attached to the Record of Decision and will be made 
available to the public in the Administrative Record File at the address listed below. The 
Record of Decision will explain the cleanup option that is chosen for the Better Brite Chrome 
and Zinc Superfund site and why it was chosen. 

INFORMATION AVAILABLE 

The Administrative Record File contains information used to make a decision on the selection of a 
cleanup action at Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Superfund Site. The information repository, which 
contains the administrative record file, is located at: 

Brown County Public Library 
De Pere Branch 
380 Main Avenue 
De Pere, Wisconsin 

For more information on the Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Superfund Site, contact the 
following individuals: 

Terry Evanson 
Project Manager 
Wisconsin DNR SW/3 
P. 0. Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707 
(608) 266-0941 

Mary Young 
Public Health Educator 
Division of Health 
1414 E. Washington Ave. 
Madison, WI 53701 
(608) 267-6844 
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Richard Boice 
Project Manager 
US EPA Region 5 
77 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604 
(312) 886-4740 



USE TIDS SPACE TO WRITE YOUR COMMENTS 

Your input on the recommended cleanup option for the Better Brite Superfund site is important 
to DNR and EPA. Comments provided by the public are valuable in 
helping DNR and EPA select a final option for the site. 

You may use the space below to write your comments. Comments must be postmarked by August 26, 
1996. 
If you have any questions about the comment period, please contact Terry Evanson at (608) 266-0941. 

Please send your comments to: Terry Evanson, Project Manager, Wisconsin DNR, P. 0. Box 7921, 
Madison, WI 53707. 

Name: 

Address: 
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Superfund Fact Sheet 
Better Brite Chrome & Zinc 
De Pere, Wisconsin 

June 1994 

Superfund Study to Continue at Better Brite 

This fact sheet includes: 

• Goals of this investigation,· 

• A summary of activities 
already completed at the 
site,· 

• Activities cu"ently planned 
for the Better Brite site; 

• A tentative schedule for 
upcoming events; and 

• Information on how to 
learn more about the site. 

PUBLIC MEETING 

The DNR will hold a public 
meeting to discuss upcoming 
investigation activities at the 
Better Brite Superfund site 

. from 7-9 p.m. on Monday, 
June 27. The meeting wiil be 
held at the De Pere City Hall, 
City Council Chambers, 2nd 
Floor, 335 S. Broadway, 
De Pere, Wisconsin. 

Helena SI. 

CITY 

OF 

DE PERE 

GEORGE ST. 

. ( du}~ bJ ltfl:!/)scale 
Additional investigative work will begin June 27, 1994 as 
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
continues to study the Better Brite Chrome and Zinc 
Superfund site. This investigation began in 1991 and has 
included many Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
actions to stop further soil and groundwater contamination 
and to remove soil contamination. · 

(Continued next page) 



(Conrinued from page l) 

The two shops that make up the Better Brite 
Superfund site are located in residential 
neighborhoods of De Pere, Wisconsin. The 
Chrome Shop site is less than one-half mile 
southeast of the Zinc Shop site. (fhe map 
on page one shows the location of the Better 
Brite Chrome Shop site on Lande St. and the 
Zinc Shop site on 6th St.) 

Metal plating operations conducted at these 
shops since the early 1960s contaminate soil 
and groundwater as a result of spills d 
leaking storage tanks. The DNR PA and 
the public are concerned wiiEth e impact 
these two sites may have ha or may be 
having on human health 1 d the environment. 
For a detailed his~ory the site, please refer 
to the April 1990 EB fact sheet. (A copy . 
can be reviewed a the De Pere Branch of the 
Brown County ~blic Library, or ~btained 
from Carazo (and at the address listed on 
page 4.) 

Comple ed Activities 

Cl ,(p activities have already s13rted at the 
B=u~rite site to reduce threats to human 

ealth and the environment and to collect 
information about the site. Activities that 
have been completed include: 

• Removal of the hazardous materials stored 
or abandoned at the Zinc and Chrome 
Shops. 

• Installation and operation of a groundwater 
extraction sump at the Zinc Shop site. 

• Installation and operation of a groundwater 
extraction sump and a groundwater pre
treatment facility at the Chrome Shop site. 

• Excavation and disposal of contaminated 
soil from the installation of the sump at 
the Zinc Shop site and from other sources 
at the Chrome Shop site. 

• Installation of a retention berm along the 
south arid western sides of the Chrome 
Shop property to prevent surface water 
run-off. 

• Removal and disposal of the Zinc Shop 
building and foundation. 

• Excavation and disposal of highly 
contaminated soils under the Zinc Shop 
foundation. Construction of a groundwater 
extraction sump in the excavation, using 
the sump previously constructed at the site. 

• Excavation and disposal of part of the 
former Chrome Shop foundation and highly 
contaminated soils that were under the 
foundation. Construction of a groundwater 
extraction sump in the excavation. J'his 
sump replaced the previous sump at this 
location. 

• Removal and disposal of highly 
contaminated surface soils to the east and 
southeast of the former Chrome Shop. 

• Testing of soil was completed by EPA 
during the fall· of 1992 and throughout 
1993. 

Health Assessment+ /CflJ upc/o..k. 
The WiSC9"~sion of Health released 
an assessment of the site's health impacts in 
1991,/Previous soil excavations are expected 

-• io eliminate all current paths of public 
exposure to site contaminants. The 
upcoming investigation will address 
groundwater, a possible future impact on 
public drinking water. 
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Investigation Planned 

Objectives of the Investigation 

The goal of this investigation is to de~rmine 
the extent of groundwater contamination and 
possible ways contamination could move off
site. 



Groundwater Contamination 

This investigation will focus on determining 
the extent and amount of groundwater 
contamination. One groundwater extraction 
sump was constructed in the excavated soil 
area at each shop. Samples from these 
sumps will be collected and analyzed to 
determine the level of contaminants in 
groundwater under the site. 

At the Zinc Shop site, 14 borings will be 
drilled at eight locations at various depths. 
At the Chrome Shop site, 18 borings will be 
drilled at nine locations at various depths. 
Groundwater monitoring wells will be 
installed in the boreholes to show the extent 
of groundwater contamination at each site. 
These wells, including the existing wells will 
be sampled and analyzed twice this year. 

One private well near the Chrome Shop site 
will be sampled·. Ten basement floor sumps 
are expected to be sampled. 

The quality of water from the Grant Street 
municipal well next to the Zinc Shop site has 
been monitored by the City of De Pere twice 
a year. No contamination has been found. 
Further investigation and sampling will show 
if there is a potential for contamination to 
move to the municipal well from the site. 

If groundwater contamination is found off of 
the site, further sampling of monitoring 
wells, private wells or the municipal well 
may be necessary. 

Surface and Subsu_rface Soil Contamination 

No additional information is needed to 
further define the extent of remaining surface 
soil contamination. No additional surface 
soil cleanup actions are expected at this time. 

No subsurface soil samples are proposed, but 
workers will watch for soils stained by 
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contaminants. The cleanup action for 
subsurface soils will depend on the depth and 
amount of contamination. 

11IE SUPERFUND PROCESS 

Much of the investigation and cleanup 
activity has already been completed by EPA. 
DNR is now taking the lead to ensure that 
site contamination will not cause a threat to 
human health or the environment in the 
future. 

IDENTIFICATION 
Identify site hazards and evaluate the need for 

action under the Superfund program 

ALTERNATIVES 
Identify the best cleanup alternative based on nine 

Superfund criteria 

PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALTERNATIVE 

PUBLIC INPUT 
Minimum 30 day comment period held on the 

proposed plan, investigation and other contents of 
the Administrative Record 

MAKE FINAL DETERMINATION 
ON REMEDY 

DECISION FOR REMEDY 
Summarize the analysis of alternatives, and explain 

the rationale for the rem~y selected 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT 
REMEDY 

PUT REMEDY INTO ACTION 

OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE 

DELETE FROM NATIONAL PRIORITIES 
LIST 



Tentative Schedule 

June 27 

July 

August 

• Investigation work begins 
• Monitoring wells will be 

checked for damage 

• Monitoring wells will be 
drilled at the Zinc Shop site 

• Monitoring wells will be 
drilled at the Chrome Shop 
site 

September • Monitoring wells will be 
sampled 

• Private wells will be sampled 
• Municipal wells will be 

sampled 
• Extraction sumps will be 

sampled 

October • Results from September 
sampling expected 

November • · Monitoring wells will be 
sampled 

• Extraction sumps will be 
sampled 

January • Results from November 
sampling expected 

Spring 1995 • Investigation Report will be 
completed 

Future Activities 

Based on the results of this investigation, a 
~ge of possible cleanup alternatives will be 
developed to clean or control the movement of 
contaminated groundwater. A fact sheet 
outlining the alternatives will be sent to people 
on the mailing list, a public meeting will be 
held, and everyone will be asked to comment 
on the proposed alternatives. 

(· . :::? 4N.FP.RM.A!OON ·AVAILABLE 

i~'1~::;~;~;i,fu~;es,tediini.,reviewil)g•·•mor,e 
'· :iii(q'imaifon::,:a'.bout the -Better Brite :Chrome 

and Zinc Superfund site is encouraged to 
review the various documents that have been 
prepared for the site. Copies of technical 
documents and correspondence are available 
JQf nrvi~w at th.e Administrative Record 
JO:~ated at 

i!t·:.-
:-: . '. 

r·· ··.··. T:ije. ·;De. ·P~re. Bran.ch 
~r.own Councy Public Library 

380· Ma~n Ave. 
De Pere, WI . 

Summer Hours: Monday/Tuesday/Thursd,ay 
· 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 

Wednesday /Friday 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

For more information on the Better Brite Superfund site, contact any of the following 
individuals: · 

Kate Freiberg, Project 
Manager 
(608) 267-5232 
Cara Norland, Community 
Relations 
(608) 267-0540 
Dept. of Natural Resources, 
SW/3 
P. 0. Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707 

Kim Bro, Environmental 
Engineer 
Division of Health 
1414 E. Washington Ave. 
Madison, WI 53701 
(608) 267-6845 
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David Linnear, Project 
Manager 
U.S. EPA, HSRW-6J 
(312) 886-1841 
Susan Pastor, Community 
Relations 
U.S. EPA, P-191 
(312) 353-1325. 
77 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604 -
Toll Free: 1-800-621-8431 
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&EPA 

United States 
Environmental Protection 
Agency 

FACT· 
SHEET 

Region 5 
Office of Public Affairs 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

Illinois, Indiana. ~ ~-(O-q( 
-Michigan. Minnesota. 
Ohio, Wisconsin 

U.S. ·EPA RB:D!MENDS INrERIM CLEANOP PIM 
Fem BE'l'1'ER BRITE amam AND z~ SHOPS 

DY 1991 

'lhe united states Envirornnental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) is 
recommending an alternative to address contamination at the_ Better 
Brite Plating CO. Olrome and Zinc Shops, DePere, WI. '!his 
alternative is an interim measure. A final cleanup plan will be 
recommended following .a more in-depth investigation of the site. 

u. s. EPA and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) are 
recommending: 

• to continue operating the Oirome Shop's 
pretreatment facility, constructed by U.S. 
EPA• s Emergency Response Branch, which 
incorporates ground-water intercept systems; 

• to secure both Shop areas; and 

• to install additional monitoring wells to 
detennine the direction of ground-water flow 
at and near both areas. 

It is necessaey to take these steps now in order to prevent 
ground-water contamination from spreading and entering the 
City of DePere's public wastewater treatment system. 'lhese 
activities will cost approximately $500,000. 

'lhe other alternative considered was "no action." 'lhe 
SUperfund program requires that a no-action alternative be 
considered at every site. 'lhis alternative assumes that 
nothing would be done to address arrt human health and 
envirornnental concerns. No cost would be involved with this 
alternative. 

POBLrC MEE'l'lH3 

U.S. EPA will hold a public meeting to explain this interim 
action and to accept c:onunents on both alternatives 
considered: 

DePere City Hall 
City Council Olambers, 2nd Floor 

335 s. Broadway 
DePere, WI 

'lhursday, May 9, 1991 
7:30 p.m. 



u. s. EPA wants input on the reoammended interim cleanup alternative as well as 
the no-action alternative discussed in the agency's proposed plan. Conunents 
sutmitted by residents and other members of the public are valuable in helping 
U.S. EPA select an interim action for the Better Brite site. The c:xmnent . 
period will run fran May 1-31, 1991. Based on new information or public 
comments, U.S. EPA, along with WDNR, may change the reoammended alternative or 
select another alternative. 

'lhere are two ways to provide input during the ~t period: 

1. Written comments may be sent to SUsan Pastor, U.S. EPA's community 
Relations Coordinator for the Better Brite site. Her address is 
U.S. EPA, Office of Public Affairs, 230 s. Dearborn st., Chicago, n. 
60604. ocmnents must be postmarked by May 31, 1991. 

2. Written and verbal comments may be sul:Jnitted to U.S. EPA during 
the May 9 public meeting. A court reporter will be present to 
record verbal comments for the record. 

U.S. EPA will consider all comments before a final decision is made. U.S. 
EPA's responses to comments will be included in a document called a 
Responsiveness summary. 'lhe Responsiveness summary will be attached to the 
Record of Decision which will describe U. s. EPA' s selected interim cleanup 
option for the Better Brite site. 

To assist those individuals interested in sul:Jnitting comments to U.S. EPA, the 
proposed plan and other site-related documents are available for review at the 
Brown COUnty Public Library, De.Pere Branch, 380 Main Ave., De.Pere, WI. 

A long-tenn investigation will be comucted by WDNR later this year. 
Following the investigation, U. S EPA and WDNR will develop a list of pennanent 
cleanup alternatives for the site. A comment period oonoerning a permanent 
cleanup plan will be held by U.S. EPA and WDNR. At the conclusion of this 
comment period, a second Record of Decision will be signed by U.S. EPA. 
During this tine, WDNR will be the "lead" agency while U.S. EPA acts in a 
support capacity. '!his means the state will initiate and oversee all field 
work, prepare site-related reports, work with technical contractors, receive 
and inteJ:pret results and recommend a final cleanup plan for the Better Brite 
site. '1he final cleanup plan will involve remediation of surface soil and 
ground water to continue protection of hmnan health and the envirornnent. 'lhe 
agencies will also agree on a permanent cleanup solution for the entire site. 

\ 
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SITE HIS'roRY 

Tbe au:ane Shop is located at 519 Iande st. in a residential neighbomood with 
an active railroad track to the east. '1he Olrame Shop operated its chrome 
plating :business from the early 1970s to 1986 using underground and above
groum tanks in its plating process. Plating solution, c.hromimn and other 
hazardous campounds were discovered in surface spills and underground leaks 
reported to WDNR during the shop's years of ~tion. 

u. s. EPA' s SUperfund Emergency Response section removed acannulated waste 
materials and contaminated soil. It also installed a wastewater pretreatment 
system to collect and pretreat ground water prior to discharge to the De.Pere 
sanitary sewer. '!he building was ,removed and the site was rezoned by the City 
of DePere from :business to residential. Wisconsin's Environmental FUnd was 
used to construct a clay cap and to erect a fence around the old building 
site. 

Tbe Zinc Shop is located at 315 s. 6th st. in a mixed residential and light 
industrial area approximately one-half mile from the Chrome Shop. '1he 
facility operated from 1963 to 1989. Prior to moving the chrome plating 
operation to the Iande street location, this facility plated chrome in 
underground tanks similar to what was constructed at the Oirome Shop. Files 
indicate that these tanks were never properly abandoned. After the chrome 
plating :business moved to Iande street, this facility continued to plate zinc. 
Wastewater and plating solutions routinely leaked :between the floor and sill 
plate of the building along the south and east walls. '1he Wisconsin 
Envirornnental FUnd installed monitoring wells to obtain soil and ground-water 
samples. '1hese samples showed contamination of heavy metals, cyanide and 
other compounds. U.S. EPA placed hazardous and solid waste foum. on site into 

· containers and shipped it off site. U.S. EPA also installed a ground water 
collection sump on the east side of the blilding to collect contaminated 
ground water. 

:roR MORE INFORMM'ION 

'lhe following representatives may :be contacted for further infonnation about 
the Better Brite Site interim cleanup action: 

SUsan Pastor, SPA-14 
community Relations COOrdinator 
(312) 353-1325 

U.S. EPA 

David Linnear, SHS-11 
Remedial Project Manager 
(312) 886-1841 

230 s. Dearborn st. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

Toll Free: 1-800-621-8431 

Jim Leverance 
state COmmunity Relations Coordinator 
WDNR 
101 S. Webster 
Madison, WI 53707 
(608) 266-2632 

Terry Koehn 
state Project Coordinator 
WDNR 
1125 N. Military Ave. 
Green Bay, WI 54307 
(414) 492-5869 



U.S. ENVIRaNMENm, PROl'mrION ~, SPA-14 
REGION 5 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AIDIRS 
230 S. DEARBCmfST. 
CHICAGO, IL 60604 



• State of Wi..,.,nsin 

Department of Health & Social Services 

Health Information for Hazardous Waste Sites 

Better Brite Chrome and Zinc Shops 

The Better Brile Chrome and Zinc Shops are one of thirty-nine •superfund" sues in Wuconsin. The 
Wuconsin Division of Health (DOH) is evablating each sile's present and future poten'lial to harm public 
hea/Jh. This brodwre summarizes the findings and recommendations from the DOH's heallh assessment of 
the size based on data collected from the Wuconsin Depanment of Nanual Resources (DNR) and from 1he 
U.S. Environmenuu Protection Agency (USEPA). 

A site t[Ulllifies for •superfund" when it is determined that there is a rdease or threatened release of hazardous 
subnances which may endanger publk health, welfare or the environment. 

•••• Trespassing on these SuperfwuJ sires is dangerous •••• 

···································•t ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
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The Better Brite Superfund site includes 
two plating shops located about one-half 
mile apart in a residential and light 
industrial area of De Pere, Wisconsi~ Both 
shops have histories of hazardous waste 
violations and practices that caused soil and 
water contamination. 

High levels of chromium in surface water 
and shallow groundwater caused the initial 
concern at both sites. Chromium· was found 
in soil and puddles in neighbors' yards near 
the chrome shop, and in water seeping into 
basements near the zinc shop. So far, 
contamination bas D.Q! reachc;d a city well 
located about 250 feet west of the zinc 
shop. The city well draws water from an 
aquifer (180 feet deep) that is not 
contaminated. 

Neighbors have voiced concerns about the 
sites for many years. Since 1979, state and 
federal agencies have tested soils, air, 
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groundwater, puddles; and garden , ........ 
vegetables. Samples of home-grown 
tomatoes were tested in 1980 and showed 
no more chromium than tomatoes purchased 
in a grocery store. 

History 

Zinc Shop - 315 South Sixth 

The zinc shop was the originally a chrome 
shop that began operations in 1963. It 
changed primarily to zinc plating in the 
1970's, and stopped operating in 1989. In 
1990 and 1991, contractors for the USEPA 
removed contamination that was an 
immediate hazards. They removed illegally 
stored chemicals, cleaned up spill areas 
inside the shop, removed most contaminated 
soils, installed a sump to remove polluted 
groundwater, and covered much of the 
building with plywood to help keep children 
from touching contaminated building 
materials. 

Chrome Shop - 519 Lande Street 

The chrome shop operated from the early 
1970's to 1985. Contaminated soil and 
water from the company property eventually 
washed into neighboring yards. In 1981, the 

. owner removed contaminated soil in 
residential yards and added clean top soil. 
In 1986, the USEPA emergency response 
branch removed d.rums, vats, tanks, and 
contaminated soil and water from the 
chrome shop. The buildings on site were 
decontaminated and all wastes were properly 
disposed. In 1988, when the building was 
sold, the DNR covered the most 
contaminated soil at the site with a layer of 
clay, seeded the clay cover, and put a fence 
around it. 

In 1990, the EPA built a system on the 
chrome shop property to pretreat at least 
2,000 gallons of contaminated groundwater 
per day from both sites. The system 

discharges its treated water to the city's 
sanitary sewer. 

CONTAMINATION 

Groundwater under the site properties 
contains metals and solvents (see table 1). If 
groundwater is left untreated, these 
chemicals could slowly seep through soils 
and bedrock and eventually reach the city 
well nearby. 

Surface water in backyard puddles near the 
chrome shop and basements near the zinc 
shop have higher-than-normal levels of 
chromium. High levels of the type of 
chromium (hexavalent) found in 
groundwater at the sites can irritate skin 
and the digestive tract. People who have 
become sensitized to chromium could 
develop skin rashes following exposure to 
the substance. Little is known about how 
much exposure to chromium causes rashes 
in sensitive people. 

The most contaminated soil on the 
properties has been removed. However, 
contamination remains. Yards near the 
chrome shop, where seepage occurred, have 
higher-than-normal levels of chromium 
present. These levels of contamination are 
not expected to cause-health problems to 
people who live in the residences. 

In 1988, one sample of soil near the 
railroad tracks at the chrome shop showed 
high levels of lead. No further testing for 
lead in soils has been done in this area of 
the site. If lead contamination is more 
widespread, it may be a more serious health 
threat at the site. Lead is known to affect 
the nervous systems of children who are 
frequently exposed to it. Lead does not 
generally move great distances because it 
tends to hold onto soil particles. 
Some insulation in the wall of the zinc shop 



Department of Health & Social Services 

The Wisconsin Division cf Health is concerned about the health 
and well-being of Wisconsin citizens. It has a cooperative 
agreement with the U.S •. Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry (ATSDR) to provide the following Superfund 
site services: 

• HEALTH ASSESSHEHT: Visit, study, and evaluate data en 
or around hazardous chemical Superfund sites to determine 
if there is a current or potential. threat to public 
heal.th. Assessments may also be done at hazardous non
superfund sites by formal request of concerned citizens:.· 
Each site will. be eval.uated to see if further 
investigation is needed. 

• EDUCAT:IOH & BBAI.D COHSULTAT:IOBS: Answer heal th related 
questions and provide information about chemical 
contamination to communities. 

• BEALm S~DS, DATA ' RBSDRCK: Monitor the heal.th cf 
residents around superfund sites, dete%21dne if long term 

· health studies are needed, and if necessary conduct those 
studies. 

• EHBllGEHCY RBSPOHSB: Providing heal.th rel.ated information 
when the publ.ic is threatened by hazardous materials 
related to Superfund sites. 

ATSDR is a federal. agency that e:val.uates heal th hazards 
associated with Superfund site. Congress passed 2 acts giving 

_ATSDR its authority and directing the o.s. Environmental 
Protection Agency to supervise cl.eanup of the sites. The 
superfund acts are; the Comprehensive Environmental. Response, 
compensation and Liabil.ity Act (CERCLA.) and Superfund 
Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA). 

Wisconsin•~ Department cf Natural. Resources OHR identifies and 
recommends sites fer the federal. superfund or National 
Priority List (NPL). OS EPA determines which OHR recommended 
sites will be on the NPL and is responsible for the final 
clean-up of the site. 

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH ANO SOCIAL SERVICE 
IN COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH THE 

AGENCY FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES ANO DISEASE REGISTRY 

4 



..-contains high levels of cyanide· and could be 
a public health threat if touched. In March 
1991, the EPA covered deteriorated siding 

·with plywood to prevent children from 
handling insulation. 

BEA 

Co~unity Health Concerns 

Neighbors of the site are concerned a~out 
healtJi effects from touching chemicals in 
water that enters their basements and yards. 
They are also concerned about touching 
contaminated soil in their yards or eating 
garden vegetables grown in that soil. They 
have experienced various health effects they 
feel may be related to the pollution. 

Conclusions 

• The De Pere drinking water supply could 
eventually become contaminated by 
chemicals from the sites if the problem is 
not corrected. 

• If there are private wells near the site, 
they need to be evaluated for possible . 
contamination. 

• Groundwater that forms puddles in 
neighboring yards or seeps into basements 
is contaminated with chromium. 

• High levels of lead in soil near the 
chrome shop could pose a health hazard 
if the contamination is widespread. 

• Contaminated insulation . at. the zinc shop 
may be exposed if the plywood covering 
is not maintained. 

• Vegetables grown· in yards near the sites ·· 
are not a health concern. 

Division of Health Recommendations 

• The De Pere Water Department should 
continue regular testing of water from 
the city well near the zinc shop for 
contaminants from the site. 

• The spread of groundwater contamination 
between the site and the city well should 
be studied during the remedial 
investigation. If co·ntaminants spread 
beyond the reach of the existing 
groundwater collection systems, additional 
measures to capture contaminants may be 
needed. 

• The remedial investigation shQuld include 
a search for nearby, private wells. If 
·wells exist within the known area of 
contamination, water should be teste, and 
residents advised of the possible hazard 
of using their private well water for 
drinking. 

"' Surface soils around the site should be 
tested further during the remedial 
investigation for such metals a.o; le~d. 

• Contaminated insulation at the zinc shop 
should remain covered and out of the 
reach of children. 

• Neighbors should continue to avoid 
yellow-tinged water in. puddles or 
basement water if they are observed. 
Residents should call the DNR if they 
suspect that the water is contaminated. 

table 1 

Clu!mit:cil 
chromium 
cyanide 
lead 
1,1,1-trichloroethane 
tetrachloroethylene 
1,1-dichloroethylene 
benzene 

er - chrome shop 
zn - zinc shop 

mop medium 
cr/zn s,gw 
cr/zn • a s,, 
er s 
cr/zn gw 
Z1I gw 
cr/zn gw 
er gw 

s - soil 
gw - groundwa1er 
i - insulation 

common use 
electroplating 
metal treatment 
gasoline production 
degreaser 
dry cleaning 
plastic production 
gasoline production 



II INFORMATION RESOURCES II 

ADDmONAL HEAL1H 
INFORMATION: If you have health 
concerns related to the site, contact your 
physician. Explain your situation and what 
you may have been exposed to. Your 
physician may contact your local public 
health agency or the Wisconsin Division of 
Health with any questions. 

Shirley Rok, RN, Director 
De Pere Department of Health 

· 335 S. Broadway 
De Pere, WI 54115-2593 
(414) 339-4054 

DOH - Division of Health 
Mary Young 
P.O. Box 309 
Madison· WI 5370i-0309 
( 608) 267-6844 

The DOH will provide copies of the public 
comment draft health assessment upon 
written request 

For additional health information contact 
the Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry (ATSDR) 

Louise Fabinski/Denise Jordan-Izaguirre 
230 S. Dearborn, Chicago; IL 60604 
(312) 353-8228 

OFFICIAL RECORDS 
Brown County Public Library 
De Pere Branch 
380 Main Avenue 
De Pere, WI 

OTIIER SITES: If you have concerns 
about other sites and think they may 
contain dangerous chemicals, contact the 
Solid and Hazardous Waste Coordinator at 
the Lake Michigan District DNR office 
(see address below) 

PROGRF.SS ON TIIlS SITE 
For information on the site contact: 

U.S. EPA - Region 5 
230 South Dearborn 
Chicago, ll., 60604 
1-800-621-8431 

Susan Pastor, 5 PA-14 
Community Relations Coordinator 
(312) 353-1325 

David Linnear, 5 HS-11 
Remedial Project Manager 
(312) 886-1841 

DNR - Lake Michigan District 
Terry Koehn, State Project Coordinator 
1125 N. Military Ave. 
Green Bay, WI 54307 
(414) 492-5869 

WATER QUALITY STANDARDS: For 
information about specific standards for 
chemicals found in drinking water in 
Wisconsin. contact the DNR, Lake 
Michigan District office (above). 

~by 
W"ucaruin Department of Heallh and Social Services 

Mayl991 

Printed on recycled paper 



,, United States 
· Environmental Protection 

Agency 

Region 5 · 
Office of Public Affairs 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

Illinois, Indiana. 
Michigan. Minnesota, 
Ohio, Wisconsin 

&EPA FACT 
SHEET 

BEl'1'ER BRI'l'E amam, z~ SITES 

FEBRUARY 1991 

CHRam SITE 

Q. When did the on-site water treabnent :begin operation? 

A. The on-site treabnent system began operating in October 1990. 

Q. Why was it late in :beginning operation? 

A. The system ·was scheduled for installation/operation in SUmmer 19_90. 'Ihe 
delay was caused by difficulties in obtaining same of the equipment for 
the treatment system and in negotiating a contract to install the system. 

Q. How does the system work? 

A. • The system collects chromium-contaminated water from a recovery well 
drilled deep into the ground of the contaminated area and from the 
existing on-site . collection system. contaminated water is stored in a 
6, COO-gallon holding tank until treabnent. Up to 2, 000 gallons of 
chromium-contaminated water will be treated daily making it safe for 
discharge into the DePere sanitary sewer. Contaminants· removed from the 
water by the treabnent system will be $8l'lt to an approved disposal 
facility. 

Q. Where are these approved disposal facilities? 

A. 'lwo facilities are being considered. 'lhe chromium-contaminated sludge may 
be sent to a metals reclaimer, or recycler, in Illinois or Pennsylvania. 
There, chromium . is extracted, recycled, and reused. Another option is to 
fix, or solidify, the sludge with cement to put the material in a non
leachable condition. The solidified waste would be sent to a landfill. 



Q. Who is paying for the system? 

A. Federal SUperfund ·money, through the Emergency Response Branch, is 
funding the system. In addition, SUperfund paid for the construction of 
the treatment building, installation of the recovery well, the Olrame 
Site's 1986 cleanup, and the entire Zinc Site cleanup. Typically, U.S. 
EPA tries to identify all parties responsible for contamination at or 
near a SUperfund site. U.S. EPA expects these parties to fund the field 
work and necessary cleanup. To date, the Better Brite Company and 
trustee have not agreed to fund any cleanup activities. In the Fall, 
U.S. EPA will turn over the "lead role" to the Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources (WDNR). WDNR and the City of De.Pere are preparing a 
c:::ooperati ve agreement to operate the system. U. s. EPA' s Emergency 
Response Branch will fund the operation of the system until October. 
After that, U.S. EPA's Remedial Branch, which handles long-term 
investigations and cleanups, will share the cost of operating the system 
with WDNR. 

Q. Hew long will the system operate? 

... 

A. The system will operate for five years. If further treatment is required 
after five years, same adjustments to the treatment system may be 
necessary. 

Q. What is meant by the term, "lead role?" 

A. When turning over the "lead role" to a.state, U.S. EPA supports a 
state agency ( in this case WDNR) during the life a SUperfund 
project. Some funding is also provided by U.S. EPA. The state actually 
initiates and oversees all field work, prepares site-related reports, 
works directly with teclmical contractors, receives doo.nnents and 
results, and proposes cleanup-decisions. A U.S. EPA Remedial Project 
Manager will be consulted by WDNR as the project progresses for 
assistance in reviewing and approving site-related·doo.nnents as well as 
for concurrence on proposed clean-up measures. When u. s. EPA has the 
"lead," the state provides similar support. 

Q. What is the next step? 

A. The next step is for a Record of Decision (ROD) to be signed by U.S. 
EPA 's regional administrator. 'lllis document will pave the way for 
U.S. EPA to continue to pay for the system's operating costs until 
WDNR assmnes the "lead role" and its cooperative agreement with the City 
of De.Pere becomes effective. However, before the ROD is signed, a 
public connnent period and public meeting will be held to discuss U. s. 
EPA's proposed plan concern.i.ng the continuing operation of the treatment 
system. 

I 

• 
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Q. When will the site be totally "clean?" 

A. The Zinc Site should be "clean" by the end of March. By then, all drums 
containing hazardous material will be removed from the b.lilding. Ground 
water will continue to be collected and treated at the water treatment 
facility at the Chrome Site. 

Q. Haw is contaminated water removed from the Zinc Site and transported to 
the Olrome site's water treatment facility? 

A. A 5,000-gallon hazardous waste licensed tank truck will place a four-inch 
hose into the ground-water sump and remove the accumulated contaminated 
ground water. Then, it is taken by truck to the Chrome Site for 
treatment. 

Q. What is the next step for the Zinc Site? 

A. The Zinc Site will be included in the R.I./FS process that was 
eJ<Plained in the previous section. Like the Chrome Site, additional 
long-tenn cleanup measures will be selected, if necessary, and 
included in the R:>D. · 

Q. Does WDNR also have the "lead role" for the Zinc Site? 

. A. The WDNR has the "lead role" at the Zinc Site since it has been 
combined with the Olrome Site on U.S. EPA's National Priorities List 
(NPL) for hazardous waste sites. Being placed on the NPL makes 
them eligible for SUperfund's long-tenn investigation and cleanup program. 

Q. Who is paying f_or the past and present removal of drums and waste 
and for future R.I./FS activities? 

A. SUperfund monies are funding the removal and R.I./FS activities. Various 
legal activities are pending against the-fonner owner of the property in 
an effort to recover costs already incurred. If an agreement to fund the 
R.I./FS cannot be reached among U.S. EPA, WDNR, and the the property owner, 
legal action may be taken to recover future R.I./FS costs, as well. 



Q. Will additional studies be done after the ROD is signed? 

A. Additional studies will be done, however, WDNR will be the 
"lead" agency while a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility study 
(RI/FS) . is conducted. An RI is an in-depth investigation which 
involves extensive sampling, data collection, and analysis. An FS 
uses the information generated during the RI to develop a list of 
cleanup methods for possible use at Better Brite. Another ROD to 
address any long-tenn problems will be signed upon completion of the 
RI/FS. 

Q. Who may be contacted for further information? 

A. The following people may be contacted for further infonnation: 

ZINC SITE 

U.S. EPA 

steve Faryan, SHS-12 
On-Scene coordinator, Olrome Site 

(312) 353-9351 

David Linnear, SHS-11 
. Remedial Project Manager . 

(312) 886-1841 

SUsan Pastor, SPA-14 
Community Relations Coordinator 
(312) 353-1325 

Toll Free: 1-800-621-8431, 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., weekdays 

Jim Reyburn 
state Project Coordinator 
(414) 492-5864 

WDNR 

Jim Leverance 
statewide Community Relations Expert 
(608) 266-2632 

Q. ·What is the current status of the Zinc Site? 

A. U.S. EPA is making final disposal arrangements for eight drums filled with 
floor scrapings which accumulated during last Fall's removal of an 
automatic plating unit. The drums will be taken to an approved disposal 
facility in Detroit, MI. 
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Q. Who may be contacted for further information? 

A. The following people may be contacted for further information: 

U.S. EPA 

Walter Nied, SHS-12 
on-Scene Coordinator 

(312) 886-4466 

David Linnear, SHS-11 
Remedial Project Manager 
(312) 886-1841 

SUsan Pastor, 5PA-14 
Community Relations Coordinator 
(312) 353-1325 

Toll Free: 1-800-621-8431, 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., weekdays 

Jim Reyburn 
state Project Coordinator 
(414) 492-5864 

Jim Leverance 
statewide Community Relations EKpert 
(608) 266-2632 
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' Clean-up-a~tiv-ities contin·1:1e atBetter'·Brite ~ites. . . ' . . ' . . ... 

This jo,ct sheet contains' infonnation , , chronii~ plating operation called Bet:.··. 
. concerning· the Better Brite Chrome and . ter _ B~ite Plating, .Inc. · Better }3rite . ', · ·. • 
. ~ Zinc Superflind sites (Beite; Brite sfte~) , ope~ed an. additional chromium plating .. '· . · 

· in De Pere, Wisconsin. It outlines the ':·facility in 1970.'at 519 Lande Street. In · · 
sites': history, Wisconsin. Deparlment of , the late· 1970s, the main function ~f the · _ 
NaturalResouir:es (WDNR)involvem~nt,. ' S'ixth· Street facility shifted from •. ·. -'. 
'U.S. Envirpnmental Protection Agency . · _chr~mium to zinc plating. Both'facilities , ·. ·. 
(U.S.-EPA) activities~ anq fu~re plans fo7: ·. ar~ locatecl' approximately ·l/4 mile west ~ 
the sites. , Technical tenns. are highlighted ~ of the Po~ Riv.er. The Sixth Street faciljty ·· · 
in_ bo!dprif!t'and definf!d in the i)ossary is within :250 f~et of the J!earest • •· 

.... section. · · ~ ·· . _ municipal" ~ell. _ • "' , .. 
· The Better Brite sites ·rue currently : - . Throughout the late 1970s and the 

being ad,dressed by the U.S. EPA E,;_,er-· • l,_98Qs, WDNR oonduci:ed numerous in; 
gency and Enforcement Response Branch ,·' · spections of the facilities; and as a result, • 
(EERB )' as two_ sepa,:aie projects.~ Be-. _issued citatio11:5 to Bettet.B,Iit_e for, docu-. -:. 

· cause .a/ their close proximity, related Diented Resource Conservation and - _\, 
background ~istory, · and. their joint . . Recovery Act_vio~ations. Throughout the 
proj,osal io the National Priorities .List • course of operations at' the Chrome .site,'. 
(NPL) -'in· Octobe,<1989, the sites_ have · approximately-20,000 to 60,000 gallons of 
been combined for the.purposes' of this. plating solution .is believed -fo have . 
fact sh·eet and othe; community relations. leaked 'from. iri~ground .plating vessels ' :-. 
activities~ '. · . · - · . • . ,• ... · _ ~ • -- :and se~ral ~pills of hazardous materials -, 

• Th_e Better Brite· sites consist _of iwo · · . have been f~por~ed. N~erous _inspec-
: former__ plating facility locations: . a . -tio~~ o_f the .Zinc_ site and sampling per- . ·. 

· .. chromium platfng operatiQ~ tit 519 Lande formed on :s~ils near ~e '.fac~ty have. 
Street (Chrome site) and a zinc p!ati~g. indicated the presenc~ of elevated levels .• 

,• fac(iity at. 315 South· Sixth _Street .(Z,inc:·. ·. of cyanide ~d. the following 
1
metals: .. ~' ·,. 

site). The sites are located ·within three. ·: chromium, zinc, catlmium, leac:1, silver;·· • 
.. blocks of each other in a residential neigh- . · sel~nh1m: <'.opp~r;. and nickel._ !fhe leve_l . .• ~-
.:ooriiood in ,J?e, Pere:; Cun-ent removal · .. of cadmium founct.· in. the drummed'.': .. . 
: (see '"Superfulid").•efforts are .being per:: ·. ··sludge was high enough .to classify" the ... '\ 

- -fonned ,by.,U.S. EPA" EERB,. with.the . . sludge as hazardous waste _which re-~· · ··> 
· 1c;lose involyement of WDNR:, and ~he City -· .. :qu•res ~disP,O&af at a (J.S. E~ Al~pproved . 

of De Pere. The Wisconsin DepartmenL. hazardous· waste disposal facility. · :' 
of Health and Social Services (WDHSS/ · ··Results from continuous 'monitoring of '.. 
and the Agency for Toxic Substances and • ·the nearby municipal well have indicated 
Dis~Je ~egistry (A~DR) are pi-pvidi~g ., . ; t~at cont~ation has 'not. re~ched the 
'support in studying he!llth~relaied aspects·. :· area's drinking water. _ · . : , · ··: 
peitaining to _the~ sites::'; . . : ~ . '. . .'. '; ' In August 1979, Bettef Biite inst~l~d . . . , 

·, s· "t. -h: "t " J ' • '., • • several ground-water monitoring wells, a . ._ I e· IS ory ·. .. . - . . . . ·.-. . - . 
. - • . • : . • . r • . , : ground-water collection . system, and . a . . .. • 

.. ..• ... 
<t ♦ \ ..,,, ' .. 

.. 1h 1963 the•lumber yard at 315 South . retention b·erm" fo p·revent surface-water,,,,.. . . 
·: Sixth St;eet was conv1i-ted into ·a. runoff ~ 'ari attempt~ to monitor :.arid, 
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• 
contain possible contamination of the 
ground water and site soils at the 
Chrome site. In addition, contaminated 
soil from neighboring properties south 
·and west of the main building was ex
cavated and_ deposited on the Chrome 
site prope~ty. 

Bette~ B~ite sites location map 

An extent of contamination s~dy con
ducted by an outside ~ntractor.for Bet
ter Brite in September 1979 identified 
chromium-contaminated surface soils 

. . near. the· main building at the Chrome . 
site. - In February 1980, the Wisconsin 

· State's. Attorney filed· suit on behalf of 
the WDNR, ordering Better Brite to . 
clean up the designated contaminated 

· areas.· This order was not adhered to, as 
documented by several subsequent in
spections by WDNR from 1980 to 1985. 
These inspections revealed extensive on
site surface and subsurface chromium 
contamination at the Chrome site. 

Better Brite Plating, InC:. filed for 
bankruptcy and discontinued Chrome 
site operations in October· 1986. The 
Zinc site, however, continued operating 

. with John Zenner as acting ex
aminer/trustee. In December 1986, 

. Zenner officially purchased the Zinc site 
and its equipment (with exception of the 

· hazardous waste accw:p.ulated at the site 
and the lease of the property underlying 
the building) and incorporated under 
the name, the Zinc Shop .. Operations at 
the Zinc Shop continued until July 1989. 

· In June 1987, WDNR conducted sub
surface soil core sampling and installed 
several monitoring wells in the Zinc site 
area. Monitoring of these wells 
throughout the next· two years verified 
ground-water contamination in the area 
of the building of b~th chromium and 
zinc.· 

U.S. EPA ~nvolvement 
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. U.S. EPA EERB then conducted 
removal activities at tlie Chrome site 
from ~eptember 1986 until April 1987. 
Activities included the removal· of all· 
on-site contaminants contained in 
drums, tanks, and vats, the installation of 
a, site monitoring well, the removal of 
visibly stained soils from· the south and 
southwest sides of the building, and 
removal of wastes from the facility plat
ing pits. Visually contaminated soils 

. In spring ·1986, WDNR requested were excavated ·around.the plating pits 
· assistance from U.S. EPA at the Chrome and then all tanks, vats, and drums were 

, site in. investigating r_eports of aban- • removed and scrapped or disposed of at 
· · doned drunis and tanks, which were ' a U.S: EPA-permitted landfill. In total, 

found to contain chromic acid, cyanide, ·, U.S. EPA E~RB removed approximate-
and solvents .. Results from this inves- ly 83 tons of contaminated soil, 9,270 
tigaµon, combined with results from pre- gallons of chromic acid, 3,600 gallons of 
vious inspeatj.ons by WDNR, established base/neutral liquids, 550 gallons of 
that conditions at the Chrome site cyanide solution, 150 pounds of cyanide 
presented a significant threat to human sludge, and 500 gallons of flammable 
health and the environment. Sub- liquids. ' ' 

. , sequently, WDNR requested assistance Samples were collected froin several 
from U.S. EPA EERB in containing the areas, including the southeast comer of 
immediate threats. the property an~ in the excavated area 

CITY 

OF 

, . PE !>ERE 

GEORGE ST. 

south of the facility. · Results from the 
sampling effort were given to ATSDR 
for the s~dy of possible health effects to 
neighbors -of the site. ATSDR also 
studied results from earlier U.s: EPA 
and WDNR sampling efforts, and.at that 

· point, determined that the concentra- · 
lions of chromium present did not pose · 
a health threat to the· adjacent residents. 
. In 1988, U.S. · EPA !;ERB again· 
responded . to the Chrome site at the 
request of WDNR: Chiomium~con- · 
taminated water was collecting jn tlie 

· adjacent neighbors' backyards, causing 
chromium to deposit in soils and gardens 
on their properties. u:s. EPA 
authori7.ed pumping of the water into the 
City of De Pere sanitary sewer as an 
interim measure to eliminate ponding. 

In the suminer of 1989, the Chrome . 
~ite building and contents were sold by 
the owner cif_the property, Zenner. The 
City of De Pere and WDNR stipulated 
to the buyer of the property that the.area 
beneath the building had to be cappe" 

. ' 



&EPA SUPERFUND FACT SHEET 
The Removal Program -
Emergency Response 

What is a "Removal"? 
A Removal is an action designed to 
minimize or eliminate threats to 
human health and the environment 
posed by the release or presence of 
hazardous substances. The U.S. 

· Environmental Protection Agency 
(U.S. EPA) funds, plans, and 
oversees removals under the au
thority of the Comprehensive En
vironmental Response, Compensa-

tion, and Liability Act of 1980 
(CERCLA, commonly known as 
Superfund). 

To administer the large and 
complex task of cleaning up haz
ardous waste sites under Super
fund, the U.S. EPA established 
several internal programs. The Re
moval Program is charged with 
both responding to emergencies 

involving hazardous materials and 
conducting in-depth actions costing 
up to a maximum of $2 million 
and taking up to a maximum of 
one year. Exceptions to go beyond 
the funding and time limits are 
allowed if the removal action is 
consistent with long-term actions 
to be taken at the site. 

What are typical Removal situations, activities? 
U.S. EPA responds to a variety of 
removal situations, for example: an 
abandoned industrial facility with 
hazardous materials in close prox
imity to surrounding population; 
contaminated drinking water; a 
chemical warehouse fire; an unreg
ulated waste dump containing scat
tered piles of deteriorating drums; 
an abandoned industrial dump 
which is isolated from public 
access but poses a potential threat 
to the environment. 

Usually the vision that first 
comes to mind is the "moon suit", 
the fully encapsulated protective 
gear worn in situations of extreme 
danger. Personal protective gear 
includes respiratory equipment, 
hard hat, specialized coveralls, 
gloves, and steel re-enforced boots. 

Several pieces of portable equip
ment are brought to the removal 
site to assess the air quality. 
Specialized equipment provides 
data to address some basic ques
tions when personnel approach a 
site: Enough oxygen in the air to 
breathe? Potential for fire or ex
plosion? What chemicals are in the 
air? Any radiation present? 

Activities common to removal 

actions are monitoring and sam
pling of on-site materials or con
taminants. According to site 
specifics, ground water and/or air 
monitoring devices are installed to 
track and assess contamination. 
Samples for laboratory analysis are 
collected throughout the removal 
process. Samples are obtained 
from a variety of sources: soil, 
sludge, dust, containers/drums, 
ground water, surface water, and 
even residential tap water. 

Residence 

Again, according to site 
specifics, the necessary equipment 
is mobilized to complete the stabi
lization process. Berms/dikes con
tain oils and liquids, air strippers 
clean liquids, booms absorb liquids, 
water treatment systems filter con
taminants from water, heavy 
equipment excavates soil, and 
fences secure the area. In addition 
to this equipment, office and 
decontamination facilities for site 
personnel are established. 

A Removal 
Site Diagram 
(An Abandoned 
Plating Facility) 

Plating Facility 
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Types of Removal_ Actions 
Classic Emergency Time-Critical Non-Time Critical 

Definition Actions initiated in response 
to a release or threat of 
release that poses a risk to 
public health or welfare or 
the enyironment, such that 
cleanup or stabilization ac
tions must be initiated within 
hours or days after comple
tion of the preliminary as
sessment regardless of cost or 
duration of the response. 

Actions initiated in response 
to a release or threat of 
release that poses a risk to 
public health or welfare or 
the environment, such that 
cleanup or stabilization ac
tions must be initiated within 
six months after completion 
of the preliminary assess-· 
ment. 

Actions initiated in response 
to a release or threat of 
release that poses a risk to 
public health or welfare or 
the environment, such that 
initiation of removal cleanup 
or stabilization actions may 
be delayed for six months or 
more after completion of the 
preliminary assessment. 

Example Response to a fire in a 
chemical warehouse. 

Response to an abandoned 
industrial facility with haz
ardous materials in close 
proximity to surrounding 
population. 

Response to an abandoned 
industrial dump which is 
isolated from public access 
but poses a potential threat 
to ground water. 

Who performs emergency responses, removals? 
Six states comprise U.S. EPA 
Region 5: Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and 
Ohio. Each state has environmen
tal agency personnel who responds 
to environmental emergencies, as 
well as U.S. EPA representatives. 
U.S. EPA Region 5 established the 
Eastern (located in Detroit) and 
Western (located in Chicago) Emer
gency Response Units to hf':ttf':r 
respond to emergency situations. 
Each U.S. EPA office is staffed 
with environmental engineers, ge
ologists, chemists, and "biologists, 

and is equipped with instruments, 
response materials, and safety gear. 

Time is precious when respond
ing to an emergency and because 
situations vary dramatically the 
mobilization procedure is quite 
involved. Mobilizing an emergency 
response team includes obtaining as 
much information as possible about 
the situation; developing a site 
safety plan (e.g., identifying the 
nearest hospital with a full-service 
emergency room, listing known and 
potential hazards, and identifying 
appropriate hazardous material 

Environmental emergency? 
Notify your local police department 
and/or the state enYironmental agency. 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

24-hour Emergency Response (217) 782-3637 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

24-hour Emergency Response (612) 296-8100 

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 
24-hour Emergency Response (800) 282-9378 

Michigan Department o_f Natural Resources 
24-hour Emergency Response (800) 292-4706 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
24-hour Emergency Response (608) 266-3232 

Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
24-hour Emergency Response (317) 241-4336 

handling procedures); checking 
personal gear and equipment (e.g., 
special clothing, breathing appara
tus, monitoring devices); assem
bling personnel with the appropri
ate skills; and, coordinating efforts 
with state and local officials. 

When not responding to environ
mental emergencies, U.S. EPA and 
supporting technical contractor 
personnel conduct site assessments 
and inspections, attend and present 
specialized training courses, devel
op site-specific remQval plans and 
monitor on-going clean-up activities. 

U.S. EPA Region 5 -----~ 



(covered) and the pond c~osed_off. The 
Chrome site. operations . building and 
concrete foundation were removed and 
the former building area ~as capped 

. with clay .. The area also was fenced to ; 
prevent public access: - . . 

.• 

"-.-. 
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Beit~r Bri~e sit~s maiiii1g list . 

P1r.ll~P. place.my liam~ on the Better Rritr. mailing )~t • 
- - , • 4~ ' .;. i ~- . ' ... 

'.. In October 1986, U.S. EPA EERB: _- · .. NAME: -----'------'-____;'---------..---------
conducted a site_ assessmen~ at the Zinc:· ADDRESS: ....;.......;._ __ ..;.._; ____________ __,__,----
site at the request of WD~. An inven- CITY, STATE, ZIP: ____ .;._ _ ___;_ __ ....,.... __ ...._ ________ _ 
tory of materials and storage units· AFFllJATION: 
present on site ·was taken and samples · TELEPHONE:._...;_ ______________ ...._...,... ___ _ 
were collected from the sump water in 
· an adjacent house, and from soil on the· . 

• , south• .side · of the Zinc site. · Sampling 
· results indicated elevated levels of 
· -chromium, zinc, and cyanide.. The en- · 

forcement case was then referred to ·the 
- · · .'Wisc~nsin Department .of Justic~· 

(WDOJ). WDOJ is still talqng action. 
. concerning the Zinc site. 

· Upon the request of WDNR, U.S. 
EPA'~ EE~ performed a second site 
assessment at the Zm:c site in October 
1989. This assessment confirme·d 

To-be plac~d on the Bette; Brite sites ,;,ailing list, please complete and m"ail this 
fonn to: Susan Pastor, Community Relations Coordinator, Office of Public Affairs 
SPA-14, ·U.S. !,PA - Region~ 230 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60604. 
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the first year. Additional costs and the.. mented at'the Zinc site .. 
responsibility of running the treatment Hazardous materials stored ~ t~, · . 
system will then shift.to·the City of De· drums, and plastic containers on site 

· Pere and WDNR. . -· · · ' hav~ been sampled and sorted according · 
· U.S. EPA EERB has been conduct- · - to type. The materials' will be shipped to 

ing soil sampling in the backyards of a U.S: EPA-approved disposal facility. 
adjacent residences to determine The building was secured and heat and 

. -· 

· WDNR reports of illegal storage of haz- · 
ardous materials. and contamination of · 

'.surface soils in an adjoining residential 

whether contmnm:ants are pres~nt, and. lights were hooked· up to 'prevent any 
if so, whether they pose.an immediate freezing of the wastes during winter . .- .- ·· 
threat to public health, and the environ- Sampling of soils from the Zinc site • 

property. ;· ·. · · • .. ment. If an immediate threat, as defined • and the yards of adjoining"residences has • 
Proposed removal plan_S·- byU.S.EPAguidelines,isfoundtoexist, . beenimplemented:•Thesumpwaterin 

~ . , . · .then U.S. EPAEERB can act immedi- . a neighboring ;esidence is,also."being 
· In an effort to eliminate the threat of ately iri developing a pl~ to implement·,. · analyzed, along with . several o~-site ~ 

ground-~ter · contamin~tion and con- a removal actio_n to e~ate the threat. · . monitoring wells. · An extent o~ con-
tinued · off-site movement of con- ·If contaminants are not found to be im- . tamination study will be'·conducted, and. 
taminants at the Chrome site, U.S. EPA mediately threatening, then U.S. EPA or . - then contaminated soils may be ex-

.. EERBisinstallinganon-sitewat~treat- WDNR will conauct a long~term study cavated and removed, from· the site: ... 
ment system .. A protective building has ~d necessary cleanup: . . . • · , ·. · • · T~psoil in the area "'.ill then be replaced. 
already been built to house' the system, , · . Following the U.S. EPA EERB be- · All tanks, vats,. arid the floor of the . 

_·and U.S~ EPA EERB is currently await- . to~er.1989 assessment of the Zinc site, a facility will be decontaminated. 'Any 
. ing the arrival of the water treatment worlc outline was·developed to eliminate contamination deemed not immediately 

equipment. .The system includes a .. the immediate threats to.J,.uman health threatening to public.health and the en-
recovery · "'.eli. a 6,000-gallo~ holding ._ and the eii.vironment. Aspects- of the vironment will be addressed by U.S. 

_- .. tank, a staging pad (an area· used for work outline already have b~en imple :-, EPA or w.p~ ~ the long.:!erm study. 

-'~~~~~- - ' :, 
eallons of chromium-contaminated • t . =tlft~Jfff-'lf,~f3fftffffji)fa · 
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Agc-.cy for Toxic Substances and _., 
Di:;co:;c Registry (ATSDR) · ATSDR i:I ' 
patt of the U.S. Dep;u1ment of Health 
and Human ~crvic:es (HHS). Under Su
perfund, ATSPR has been .given the 
legal authority to provide health effects 
information to U.S. EPA. The major 

're:iiponiiihilities of ATSDR arc the 
e\1ulm1,Lion of poptilalioii:i wil4 l,;UU c:ul u1 

potential exposure to waste sites, 
cte~lopmcnt <>f bealth advi$orics, and 
the follow-up on populations for the 
evaluation of future health effects. 

BnsrJnr.nt.rnl - A gronr of orgnnic 
( carbon-containing) co~pounds that do 
not readilr tend to evaporate. They can 
cause burning when co1JW1g into contact 
with ~kin. They teod to ;,dhcrc to soil 
particles and thcrefo.rc, IJ;J.O~ slowly 
through soils. 

Cadmium - Used in electroplating, 
tl1e mauuf..icttu e of hatteries, and as a 
p.igwcnl. Clu uui'- t:Apu~u.u.; lu wdw.ium 
can damage the liver and kicb.tcys. It also 
has been associated with hypertension. 
Hca-vy smoking appears to·incrcase the 
risk of cumulative toxic effects of cad
mium exposure. Studies on animals have 
shown that cadmium can p.roducc 
tum.ors and birth defects. 

Chromic add • A poisonous acid 
which .is corrosive to skin. It has the 
potential for explosion if combined with 
certain chemicals. It is used in chromium· ... 
plating and process en~aving. 

Chromium - Used fu electroplating, 

Glossary·· 
.. 

. ''·' •·.• ., .. , ••.•.•.•-·. 

photography~ and as a paint pigment. snfe and-'se'cure pro.ccdurcs.to bc·used in 
Ad~frc ingestion of -b'.ile form .of tteating,' transporting, stoting and du;-
chromium. causes hemorrhages. of the ""' posing of hazardous substances. R<.:RA ... 
gastrointestinal tract. ~~Jl?.oroe j,sdcsigncd to prevent n~, uncontrolled 
chromium has caused lung mid other hazardous waste sites. · 
respiratory cancers in" workers.\\!''1,9 'Yer~ , ·.Sludge·~ A semi-solid residue from 
frequently e,rnosed tQ lt on thb]ob. · anyofa number ofnir or water treatment 

Cyanide ·~- A poison that asphyxiates •processoo. Sludge c;in l>e a ha?.ardous 
the; 'it::lli. iu the 1;,udy. Wan1ing~igru. 1,1f. wJ£tc. .; ..... ;,, .. ,, . 
cyanide poisoning include aiziiriess, Solvents ., Substances capable of dis-
numbncs~~ rapid pulse, and nausea:•·· A solvinganother substance,to form a solo 
large dose can cause immediate uncon tion. The· primary uses of industrial 
sciousncss. It ~ primarily used in the solvents arc as cleaners for degreasing, 
extraction ot orcr., electroplating, mid. . ,in,.point!l,,and,in phar:maceuticrus. Many 
metal treatments. ·· lt is' also used in solvents are flammable and toxic to vary 
fumigation and in th~ ~™1¢a~ring of ing degrees. 
pharmaceuticals·. ·. ·""'"''"' Superf'und • The common name used 

National Priorities· Ust (NPL) ~ The. .. ::for• the, Comprehensive Environmental ·· 
NrL is tbc list which pti<Sfiuzcs hazard, Response. Compensation, and Liability 
ous waste sites in the country which are Act (CERCLA). Enacted in 1980, 
eligible for cleanup under Supctfund,; If CERCLA authorizes the federal govern 
an immediate threat to public health and: · .. ,:mcnt to respond directly to releases of 
the enviromnent exists at an NrI,. .$ite, it hazardous substances that may endanger 
can be alleviated through a removal ac• public health, or the envirqn~ent, 
tion by U.S. EPA EERB. If contamina~ Depending. on the level of threat or 
tion docs not present an itnmediate potential threat posed by the hazardous 
threat, then the site ia normally subject substances, U.S. EP:AwilHnitiate either 
to a long--term study followed' by a a removal action (for emergency situta-
remedial action. This lead!; to an effec tioru;) or a remedial action (long-term 
tive cleanup by the U.S. EPA Remedial evaluation and preparation for cleanup 
Enforcement and Response Branch. at sites where contaminants do not 

....... Reource Conservotion and Recovery present an immediate threat) ........ . 
Act (RCRA) - A federal law that cstab,. · · Zinc • A bluish-white crystalline 
lishcd a regulatory system to track haz metallic · element. It is. generally com-
ardous substances from the time of bined with cyanide for plating purposes. 
generation to disposal. The law requires This combination can be highly toxic. 

&EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Regions 

Official Business 
Penalt}i for Private Use 
$300 

Office of Public Affairs (SPA-14) 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
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BETTERBRI 
PLATING CO. 
CHROMEAND 
SHOPS 
WISCONSIN 
EPA ID# WIT560010118 

REGIONS 
CONGRESSIONAL DIST. 08 

Brown County 
DePere 

Aliases: 
Better Brite Zinc 

Better Brite Chrome 

Site Description-----------------

The 2-acre Better Brite Plating Co. Chrome and Zinc Shops site consists of two 
sections that are divided by a residential area. Metal plating operations were conducted 
at the two shops from the early 1960s until the company filed for bankruptcy in 1985. 
While the plants were in operation, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
(WDNR) documented numerous violations and spills at the facility, including a spill of 
2,200 gallons of acid in 1979. In order to remedy the situation, Better Brite installed 
groundwater monitoring wells and constructed a collection system that allowed 
collected water to be pumped to a central surface water holding pond. Better Brite also 
constructed a slope to prevent surface water runoff. In addition, Better Brite excavated 
soil from neighboring properties and deposited it on the site. A study of soil in 1979 
identified chromium-contaminated soil in the areas west and south of the main building. 
Although Better Brite was ordered to clean up the contamination in 1980 by the 
WDNR, no action was taken. Several subsequent inspections by WDNR from 1980 to 
1985 revealed extensive on-site chromium contamination, as well as contamination in 
the building's air handling system. Shortly after operations ceased, the WDNR received 
a complaint that yellow water was running from the chrome shop into the city sewer. 
Subsequently, the WDNR investigated this incident and found chromium in the runoff 
and soil at a neighboring residence. The City of DePere is periodically pumping a trench 
on the chrome shop property and discharging the waters collected to the DePere 
Wastewater Treatment Plant. In 1988, the WDNR was notified that the site had been 
sold, and the new owners planned to remove the plating building. To prevent exposure 
to contaminated soil, the WDNR razed the main building, partially fenced the site, 
covered the site with clay, placed topsoil on the clay cover, and seeded it. In 1988, the 
EPA allocated emergency funds to the WDNR to design a treatment system for water 
being discharged from the site to the DePere Wastewater Treatment Plant. The 
owners abandoned the site in 1989. Approximately 46,000 people obtain drinking 
water from municipal wells within 3 miles of the site. DePere Municipal Well #2 is 500 
feet downslope of the zinc shop. 

Site Responsibility: This site is being addressed through 
Federal actions. 

Marchl990 NPL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES 
3 

NPL LISTING HISTORY 

Proposed Date: 10/26/89 

continued 



BETTER BRITE PLATING CO. CHROME AND ZINC SHOPS 

--Threats and Contaminants-----
Groundwater, surface water, and soil are contaminated with heavy metals 
including chromium and various volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Area 
residents may be exposed to contaminants through touching or 
accidentally ingesting these contaminated materials. Contaminants have 
migrated into shallow groundwater that forms the municipal water supply 
for the town of DePere, and the villages of Allouez and Ashwaubenon. 
An explosion of the flammable liquids that were dumped directly onto the 
on-site soil is also possible. 

CleanupApproach ---------------
This site is being addressed in two stages: initial actions and a long-term remedial 
phase focusing on cleanup of the entire site. 

Response Action Status 

Initial Actions: The EPA removed over 83 tons of contaminated soil, 
9,270 gallons of chromic acid, 3,600 gallons of toxic liquids, 550 gallons of 
cyanide solution, 150 pounds of cyanide sludge, and 500 gallons of · 

flammable liquids from the facility in 1986. These wastes were subsequently treated 
and disposed of in an EPA-approved landfill. In 1987, an additional drum of 
decontaminated water was removed and transported for treatment off site. The 131 
drums containing contaminated material have been secured and staged in the building; 
the empty drums were secured and staged outside the building. The EPA covered 
highly contaminated areas of the site with plastic to prevent further off-site migration of 
contaminants. To ensure security, the EPA is providing 24-hour surveillance until site 
contamination has been completely addressed. Surface removal of drums, vats, and 
tanks still remaining on site began in 1990. The water treatment system is to be 
completed in 1990. 

Entire Site: An investigation into the nature and extent of remaining 
contamination is planned to begin in 1991. Based on the results of this 
investigation, final site cleanup remedies will be selected. 

Environmental Progress 

The numerous removal activities described above have greatly reduced the potential for 
explosion and exposure to hazardous materials at the Better Brite Plating Chrome and 
Zinc site while final cleanup activities are being planned. The EPA continues to review 
all remaining surface contaminants and provide security at the site. 
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&EPA 

United Statee 
Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Office of 
Solld Waste and 
Emergency RNponee 

Superfur.a·d Technical 
Assistance Grants 

Office of Emergency and Remedial RNponse 
Hazardoue Site Control Divlelon (OS-220) 

WHAT ARE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS 

Publlcation No. 9230.1-05/FS 

January 1990 

Quick Reference Fact Sheet 

Ba&ground of Program -- In 1980, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation ,and 
Liability Act (CERCLA) -- otherwise known as "Superfund" - established a trust" fund for the cleanup of , 
buardous waste sites in the United States. CERCLA was amended and reauthotized when Congress passed 
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthoriz.ation Act (SARA) of 1986. The U.S. Environmen~ Protection 
Agenc., (EPA), working in concen with the States, is responsible for administe~g the Superfund program. 

, An imponant aspect of the Superfund program is citizen involvement at the local level in decision
making that relates to site-specific cleanup actions. For this reason, oommunity ouueach activities are 
underway at each of the 1,200 sites that are presently on, or proposed for listing on, the National Priorities 
List (NPL). The NPL is EPA's published list of the most serious abandoned or otherwise unex>nttolled · 
buardous waste sites nationwide, which have been ide~tified for possible remedial cleanup under Superfund. 

Reoognizing the imponance of community involvement and the need for citizen, living near NPL sites 
· to be well-informed, Congress included provisions in SARA to establish a Technical Assistance Grant 
(TAG) Program intended to foster informed public involvement in decisions relating to site-specific cleanup 
strategies under Superfund. 

In addition t~ regulatory and legal requirements, decisions ooncerning cleanup initiatives at NPL sites 
must take into aeex>unt a range of technical considerations. These might include: 

• Analytical profiles of ex>nditions at the site; 

• Th~ nature of the wastes involved; and 

• The kinds of technology awilable for performing the nec:.euary cleanup actions. 

The TAG Program provides funds for qualified· citizens' P,)Ups to hire independent techni(?81 advisors to 
help them understand _and ex>mment on such technical factors in cleanup decisions affecting them. 

Basie PnmsiDns of"- TedMiqJ/ As.rislluu,e GffllJII l'rollram 

• Grants of up to SS0,000 are awilable to community groups for the purpose of hiring technical 
advisors to help citizens understand and interpret site-related technical information. 

• The group must cover 20 percent of the total costs of the project to be supponed by TAG funds. 

• The group must budget the apenditure of grant funds to_ cover the entire cleanup · pei:iod (which 
averages six years). 

• There may be only one TAG award per NPL site; however, the pnt may be renewed. 

Printed on Recycled Paper 



USES OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS. 

Citizen groups may use grant. funds to hire technical advisors to help them understand information 
that already exists about the . sit~ or fn"formation developed during· the Superfuli.d cleanup process. 
Acceptable uses of these grant funds ~elude payments to technical_ advisors for services. such as: 

• Reviewing site-related documents, _whether produced by EPA or others; 
• · Meeting with the recipient group to explain technical information; 
• Providiµg assistance to the grant recipient in communicating the group's site-related _concerns; 
• Disseminating interpretations· of technical information to the community;· · , 
• Participating in site visits, when possible, to gain a better understanding of cleanup-activities; 

and · 
• Traveling to meetings and hearings directly related to the situation ai the site. 

•. TAG funds may !!Q! be _used to develop new information (for example, additional _sampling) or to 
unde"".fite legal actions in any way; including the preparation of testimony or the hiring of expen witnesses. 

. . . 

You can obtain a complete list of eligible and ineligible uses of grant funds by contacting your EPA 
Regional Office or the Headquaners information number listed at the end of this pamphlet. In addition, 
this information is included in the EPA publication entitled The Citizens' Guidance Manual for the Technical 
Assistance Grant Program (OSWER Directive 9230.1-03), also available from your Regional EPA Office. 

WHO MAY APPLY 

As stated in the 1986 Superfund amendments, groups eligible to receive grants under the TAG 
program are those whose membership may be affected by a release or threatened release of toxic wastes at 
any facility listed on the NPL or proposed for listing, and where preliminary site work bas begun. In . 
general, eligible groups are groups of individuals who live near the site and whose health, economic well
being, or enjoyment of the environment are directly threatened. Any group applying for a TAG must be 
nonprofit and incorporated or working towards incorporation under applicable State laws. Applications are 

· encouraged from: 

• Groups that have a genuine interest in learning more about the technical aspects of a nearby 
h87.8rdous waste site; and 

• Groups that have, or intend to establish, an organi7.ation to manage a grant efficiently and effectively. 

For example, such groups could be: 

• 
·• 
• 

Existing citizens' associations; 
Environmental or health advocacy groups; or 
Coalitions of such groups formed to deal with· community concerns about the hazardous waste site 
and its .impact on 'the surrounding area. 

Groups that ar~ 'not eligible for grant funds are: 

• Potentially responsible panies: any individuals or companies (such as facility owners or operators, or 
transponers ot generators of hamrdous waste) potentially responsible for,. or contributing to, the 
contamination problems at a Superfund site; · 

• Academic institutions; · 
• Political subdivisions; and 
• Groups established and/or sustained by governmental entities (including emergency planning 

committees and some citizen ~dvisory groups). 

_.. _'-.,, 
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HOW TO APPLY FOR A GRANT · 

- Reauinmenq- When applying for a TAO, a group must provide information to EPA (or to the State, 
if the State is admiliistering the TAO program) to determine if the group meets specific administrative and 
management requirements. The application also must include a description of. the group's history, goals, 
and plans for using the technical assistance funds. Factors that. are particularly important in this evaluation 
process include: 

• The group's ability to manage the grant in compliance with EPA gran_t and procurement regulations; 

• The de&ree to which the group members' health, economic well-being, and enjoyment of the 
environment ~e adversely affected by a huardous waste site; 

• The group's commitment and ability to share the information provided by the ,technical advisor with 
others in the community; 

• Broad representation of affected groups and individuals ~ the co~unity; and; 

• Whether the applicant group is nonprofit and incorporated for TAG p~es. (Only incorporated 
groups may receive grants. Groups must either be incorporated specifically for the purpose of 
addressing site-related problems or incorporated for broader purposes if the group bas a substantial 
history of involvement at the site.) 

In general, a group must demonstrate that it is aware of the time commitment, resour~. and 
dedication needed to successfully manage a TAG. Applicant groups should consult The Citizens' Guidance 
Manual. For The Technical Assistance Grant Program for detailed instructions on bow to . present such 
information. · 

Notifiqllion Proceduna and EvalllaliDn Criteria -- The 1986 Superfund amendments state that only one 
TAO may be awarded per site. To ensure that all eligible groups have equal access to technical assistance 
and an equal opportunity to compete for a single available grant (if a coalition of groups proves to be 
impossible), EPA bas established a formal notification process, which includes the following steps:· 

• Groups wishing to apply for a technical assistance grant must first submit to EPA a sbon letter 
stating their group's desire to apply and naming the site(s) involved. If site project work is already 
underway or scheduled to begin, EPA will provide formal notice through mailings, meetings, or other 
public notices to other interested parties that a grant for the site soon may be awarded. 

• Other potential applicants would then have 30 days to contact ·the original applicant to· form a 
coalition. 

• If potential applicants are unable to form a coaliti~n. they will notify EPA within this time period 
and EPA will accept separate applications from all interested groups for an additional 30-day period. 

. . . 

• EPA would then award a grant to the application ~t best meets the requirements described above. 

The maximum grant that can be awarded to any group is $50,000. The actual amount depends· on 
what the group intends to accomplish. A group's minimum contn"bution of 20 percent of th(? total costs 
of the technical assistance project can be covered with cash and/or •in-kind• contn"butions, such as office · 
supplies or services provided by the group. These services might include, for. example, publication of a . 
newsletter or the time an· accountant donates· to managing the group's finances. The value of donated 
professional services is determined based on rates charged for similar work in the area. 

In special cases where an applicant group intends to apply for a single grant covering multiple sites 
in close proximity to each other, EPA can allow a waiver of the $50,000 grant limit In such cases, however, 
the recipient cannot receive more than $50,000 for each site to. which it intends to apply funds (example: 
3 sites x $50,000 = maximum grant amount of $150,000). · 



CHOOSING A TECHNICAL ADVISOR 

~en choosing a technical advisor, a group should consider the kind of technical advice the group 
needs most and whether a prospective advisor has the variety of skills necessmy -to provide all of the advice 
needed. Each technical advisor must have: 

• Knowledge of buardous or toxic waste issues; 

• Academic training in relevant fields such as_ those listed above; and 

• The ability to translate technical information into terms u~derstandable to lay persons. 

In addition, a technical advisor should have: . . 

• Experience working on buardous waste or toxic waste problems; 

• Experience in making technical presentations and working with community groups; and 

• Good writing skills. 

Technical advisors will need specific knowledge of one or more of these subjects: 

Chemistry: Analysis of the chemical constituents and properties of wastes at the site; 

Toxicology: Evalua~on of the potential effects of_site contaminants upon human health and the e~vironment; 

Epidemiology: Evaluation of the panem of human health effects potentially associated with site 
contaminants; · 

Hydrology and Bydrogeology: Evaluation of potential contamination of area surface water and ground-water 
wells from wastes at the site; 

Soil Science: Evaluation of potential and existing. soil contamination; 

Limnology: Evaluation of the impact of site runoff upon .the plant and animal life of nearby streams, lakes, 
and other bodies of water; 

Meteorology: Assessment of background atmospheric conditions and the potential spread of contaminants 
released in~o the air by the site; and/or 

Engineering: Analysis: of the development and evaluation of remedial alternatives and the design and 
construction of proposed cleanup actions. · 

· A grant recipient may choose to hire more than one technical advisor to obtain the combination of 
skills required at a particular site. For example, a group may be unable to find a single advisor experienced 
in both hydrology and epidemiology, two of the skills most needed at its site. Another approach would 
be to hire a consulting firm that has experience in all the needed areas. The Citizens.' Guidance Manual for 
the Technical Assistance Grant Program identifies other issues that citizens' groups may wish to consider in 
hiring a technical advisor. 

. . . 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

For further information on the applica,~on process or any other aspect of the TAG program, please 
contact your EPA Regio~al Office or call the national information number, both of which are listed below. 
An application, package is'·•vailable free by calling the EPA Regional Office for your State (see map on back 
cover). Each application p4ckage includes all the necessary application and certification forms as well as a 
copy of The Citizen~ Guidan,ce Manual For The Technical Assistance Grant· Program. This manua,. contains 
sample forms with detailed ~tructions to assist you in preparing a TAG ~pplication. · 

EPA Superfund Offices 

EPA Headquarters 
Office of Emergency & Remedial 

Response 
401 M Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20460 
(202) 382-2449 

EPA Region 1 
Emergency and Remedial 

Response Division 
John F. Kennedy Building 
Boston, MA 02203 
(617) 573-5701 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island, Vennont 

EPA Region 2 
Superfund Branch 
26 Federal Plaza 
New York, NY 10278 
(212) 264-4534 
New Jersey, New York; Puerto Rico, Vi,gi1t Islands 

EPA Region 3 
Superfund Branch 
841 Chestnut Building 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(215) 597-3239 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia 

EPA Region 4 
Emergency and Remedial 

Response Branch 
345 Courtland Stree~ NE 
Atlanta, GA 30365 
(404) 347-2234 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississipp~ 
North Carolina, Squ!h Carolina, Tennessee · 

EPA Region S 
Emergency and Remedial· 

Response Branch 
230 S. Dearborn Street 
Chicago, n.. 60604 
(312) 886-1660 
Rlinois, Indiana, lr{ichigan, Minnesota, Ohio, 
Wisconsin 

EPA Region 6 
Superfund Program Branch 
Allied Bank Tower 
1445 Ross Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75202-2733 
(214) 655-2200 
Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Taos 

EPA Region 7 
Superfund Branch 
726 Minnesota Avenue 
Kansas Oty, KS 66101 
(913) 236-2803 
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebi'tlS_lca 

EPA Region 8 
Waste Management Division 
1 Denver Place 

· 999 18th Street 
Denver, CO 80202-2413 
(303) 564-7040 . 
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,. 
Utah, Jfyoming_ 



EPA Region, 
Superfund Programs Branch 
215 Fremont Stteet 
San Fi:ailciscx>, CA 94105, 
(415) 454-744-1766 . 
Arizona, Califomia, . Guam, !f awaii, Nevada, 
American Samoa 

EPA Region 10 
Superfund Branch 
1200 6th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
(206) 442-0603 
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Alaska 

Supe1'ond/RCRA Hotline · 
(800) 424-9346 or 382-3000 
in the Washington, DC, meuopolitan area (for information on programs) 

National Response Center (800) 424-8802 
(to repon releases of oil and huardous substances) 

.. 0 -~ 

EPA Superfund Offices 
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